VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
JOINT PLAN COMMISSION & ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
REGULAR MEETING
Wednesday, February 17, 2021
Village Hall Board Room
40 East Center Avenue
7:00 P.M.
Due to the COVID-19 emergency, this meeting will be held primarily virtually. As required by law, at least one
representative from the Village will be present at the Village Hall Board Room and the virtual meeting will be simulcast
for members of the public who do not wish to view the virtual meeting from another location. The Board Room can
only accommodate a limited number of people, including members of the public body and Village staff, while
maintaining six feet of social distance. Accordingly, the opportunity to view the virtual meeting at Village Hall is
available on a “first come, first-served” basis.
Members of the public may view and participate in the meeting via:
Online (strongly recommended): lakebluff.org/VirtualPCZBA
Dial-in: (312) 626-6799. Enter meeting ID 810 4898 7661. Press # when prompted for a Participant ID.
The meeting will be live-streamed at lakebluff.org/Channel19 and broadcast live on Comcast Channel 19. Once
available, a recording of the meeting will be posted on the Village website and periodically rebroadcast on Channel 19.

AGENDA
1. Call to Order and Roll Call
2. Non-Agenda Items and Visitors (Public Comment Time)

The Joint Plan Commission & Zoning Board of Appeals allocates fifteen (15) minutes during this item for those individuals who
would like the opportunity to address the Board on any matter not listed on the agenda. Each person addressing the Joint Plan
Commission & Zoning Board of Appeals is asked to limit their comments to a maximum of three (3) minutes. There are multiple
ways for the public to participate throughout this meeting, all discussed in the guide immediately following this agenda.

3. Consideration of the January 20, 2021 PCZBA Regular Meeting Minutes
4. Public Hearing – 104 N. Skokie Hwy. – Special Use Permit for Bedolla’s Auto Body

Bedolla’s Auto Body, Inc. seeks a special use permit to authorize the operation of an automotive repair use. The hearing may also
consider and result in any other zoning relief as required to fully grant the petition and allow the business to operate. (PCZBA May
Recommend to Village Board)

5. Public Hearing – 354 E. Woodland Rd. – Residential Variation

Samuel and Noelle Beckman seek a variation from Section 10-5-6 (“Floor Area Ratio”) of the Zoning Regulations in order to
construct a ~20 square foot, one-story addition on a structure that already exceeds the Village’s maximum floor area ratio limitation.
The hearing may also consider and result in any other zoning relief as required to fully grant the petition and construct the proposed
improvements. (PCZBA May Take Final Action)

6. Public Hearing – Short-Term Rental Regulations Amendment

The Lake Bluff Village Board has asked the Lake Bluff Plan Commission and Zoning Board of Appeals to consider amendments to
Sections 10-13-3, 10-4-5, 1-8H-1, and any other Section of the Zoning Regulations necessary to extend and modify the regulations
governing short-term rentals in the Village. (PCZBA May Recommend to Village Board)

7. Staff Report
8. Commissioner’s Report
9. Adjournment
The Village of Lake Bluff is subject to the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act. Individuals with who
require accommodations in order to allow them to observe and/or participate in this meeting, may contact Glen Cole,
Assistant to the Village Administrator, at (847) 283-6889 or TDD number (847) 234-2153 in advance to allow the
Village of Lake Bluff to make reasonable accommodations.

VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
JOINT PLAN COMMISSION & ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
REGULAR MEETING
January 20, 2021
REVISED DRAFT MINUTES
1. Call to Order & Roll Call
Chair Peters called to order the virtual meeting of the Joint Plan Commission and Zoning Board of Appeals
(PCZBA) of the Village of Lake Bluff on Wednesday, January 20, 2021, at 7:00 p.m.
The following members were present:
Members:

David Burns
George Russell
Elliot Miller
Jill Danly
Susan Rider
Gary Peters, Chair

Also Present:

Ben Schuster, Village Attorney (VA)
Glen Cole, Assistant to the Village Administrator (AVA)
Samantha Lenoch, Administrative Intern (AI)

2. Non-Agenda Items and Visitors (Public Comment Time)
Chair Peters stated the PCZBA allocates 15 minutes during this item for those individuals who would like
the opportunity to address the PCZBA on any matter not listed on the agenda. Each person addressing the
PCZBA is asked to limit their comments to a maximum of three (3) minutes.
Patricia Havrin addressed the PCZBA about short-term rentals. She said that a sub-committee of the
Trustees previously recommended regulations about short-term rental properties. She expressed her belief
that no one has participated in the short-term rental pilot program as it is overly restrictive. She believes a
fair and equitable compromise can be made among homeowners, neighbors, and the community.
3. Consideration of the November 18, 2020 PCZBA Regular Meeting Minutes
Member Russell offered corrections.
Member Miller moved to adopt the November 18, 2020 PCZBA Regular Meeting Minutes as amended.
Member Rider seconded the motion. The motion passed on a roll call vote.
4. Public Hearing - 700 Mountain - Front Yard Variation
AI Lenoch gave an overview of the agenda item. The Owner, Stacy Sanderson, sought a front yard setback
variation in order to build a new stoop and steps in the front of her single-family residence. This addition
would encroach a total of 6’1” into the 30’ front yard setback.
John Cera with Scott Byron & Co. presented the agenda item and plans with a PowerPoint slideshow. The
client requested for the architects to make the front stoop and steps aesthetically pleasing and to get the
client safely to ground level from the home. Mr. Cera explained that the new steps and stoop will
complement the landscape elements the client had in mind.
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In response to a question by Member Russell, Elliot Flaws with Morgante Wilson Architects explained that
additional steps are required for the homeowners to safely walk down from their home and it will
complement the proposed landscaping. The difference between the front door elevation between what it
was and what it is now is that the owner requested a higher ceiling in the basement which required the first
floor and front door to raise in elevation as well. Due to the new front door needing to be built at a higher
elevation, more steps were needed leading to the front yard.
Mr. Cera discussed the standards for the variation. He said that the front door is not accessible at the newly
built height. In order for the homeowner to access the front yard from the front yard, more steps are needed
and will require steps to be built beyond the 4’ front yard setback.
In response to a question by Chair Peters, Mr. Flaws said the issue of the front stoop and steps needing to
be built beyond the front yard setback was presented after the architects rendered different front entrance
possibilities.
In response to a question by Member Rider, Mr. Cera explained that to the south of the steps will be a paved
porch at ground level.
In response to a question by Member Burns, Mr. Flaws explained that to have a continuation of steps from
a front stoop would require a handrail by code. Member Russell explained that this is not a needed feature,
rather it is an aesthetic addition.
In response to a question by Member Russell, Mr. Flaws said that the planter boxes will meet the third step
in height. Mr. Flaws added that the roof over the front door is not a part of the variation being requested
and is permitted by right. He explained that the planters are labelled incorrectly on the submitted plans.
In response to a clarification needed by Member Russell, Marilyn Moss with Scott Byron & Co. said that
the plans show a small decorative wall that is approximately 4’ high along the front landing. Mr. Flaws
added that the applicant is only seeking a variation for the additions beyond the front yard setback.
In response to a question by Chair Peters, Mr. Flaws said the variance area extends 6’1” beyond the front
yard setback. Mr. Flaws added that he is not concerned with impermeable areas or creating drainage issues
because the property is underneath the impervious surface area.
Member Miller said that the drawing showed a pathway leading from the front yard to the driveway. He
said that there is not uniqueness about this request and the PCZBA is not required to grant this variance as
it is not necessarily needed. He is worried that this variance may simply be a special privilege.
In response to a question by Member Miller, Mr. Cera explained that this proposal fits the Lake Bluff
aesthetic as the variation allows their client to safely reach the front yard without the need of a handrail.
Member Danly said that a clearer view of the steps moving forward would be more helpful. She added that
the special privilege standard does not seem to be satisfied. VA Schuster said that the standards of the
variation does not explicitly state how much weight each factor is given by the PCZBA.
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In response to a question by Chair Peters, AVA Cole said that the additional elements in the site plan now
presented do not violate zoning codes. The Village Staff did not have comments on the site plan that was
shared with them. He added that variation requests are usually not submitted while the property is under
construction but that this project could alternatively have been an improvement project separate from the
other work underway on the property.
In response to a question by Member Russell, AVA Cole said that no members of the public are wishing to
comment on this item.
Member Russell said that the applicant should work with Village Staff to clean up the drawings so that the
Commission can understand what is requested to be approved.
Member Rider said the hardship or difficulty standard does not seem to be met. She asked how the PCZBA
can interpret this project having met all four standards. VA Schuster said that based on the four code
requirements, how much weight each standard must be given in rendering a decision is not explained. The
burden is on the applicant to meet all four factors.
Member Burns said that, in his view, the standards of variation are not met. He said that these are
discretionary, aesthetic choices and not an issue on accessibility. Mr. Cera responded to say that the
architects are interested in getting the client safely from the front door to the ground.
AVA Cole said that a motion is currently on the floor and four votes are needed to grant the variance.
In response to a question by Member Rider, VA Schuster said that the PCZBA has the power to request a
continuance and ask the applicant to come back to them with more options. Mr. Cera responded that the
architects can bring the PCZBA back with more options, however, it may cause more confusion among the
Commissioners. He said that he wants the PCZBA to consider the options that the architects ran through
and found that the one proposed fits with the Lake Bluff aesthetic the most closely. Mr. Cera said that the
architects are trying to conform to a client’s request and to fulfill Lake Bluff’s aesthetics by allowing 2’1”
more than the allowable 4’ setback.
Member Miller said that the PCZBA must consider the variation’s effect on the entire project. He said that
prolonging the hearing will spend more time and money while the PCZBA can make a decision tonight.
Member Miller seconded the motion to approve this and correct the errors presented in the drawings.
Member Russell responded that he agrees with Member Miller. He would urge the PCZBA to vote in favor
of this.
Member Miller moved to approve the front yard setback variation as long as the architects correct the errors
in their plans. Member Russell seconded the motion. The motion passed on the following roll call vote:
Ayes:
Nayes:
Absent:

(5)
(1)
(0)

Miller, Russell, Danly, Rider, Chair Peters
Burns

5. Public Hearing - Subdivision and Variations for 500 Arden Shore Road
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AVA Cole gave an overview of the agenda item. He introduced the applicant and explained that zoning
issues will be discussed after the petitioners present their proposal.
Presentation
Michael Adelman introduced himself, Liam Krehbiel, Nick Patera, and Phillip Leiderbach.
Mr. Adelman explained that the applicant is requesting five variations, which are a variation for access, a
variation for well water as there is no public water available, a variation for septic because there is no
sanitation within 1000’ of the lots, a variation for a 10’ high fence among Lot 1 and Lot 2 to provide
screening between the home and driving range, and a variation for two modest accessory dwelling units.
Mr. Petera presented visuals of the Arden Shore property. He said that the Arden Shore Road access point
will remain and it serves as access for the two homes surrounding Arden Shore. Mr. Patera also presented
progress on the property which includes a subdivision plat and a survey of the land. Additionally, Mr. Patera
showed the wetlands of Arden Shore as well as a tree survey of the area. In the new site plan, the access
point would enter into Lots 1 and 2 while avoiding the homes bordering the lot.
Mr. Krehbiel, the applicant, said that he is excited about an opportunity to own a home in Lake Bluff. He
is interested in a home that is modest while respecting the history of the Village. He reiterated that he is not
interested in using the accessory dwellings in anything other than personal use. Lot 1, the lot on the east of
Arden Shore has the ability to support one primary and two accessory dwelling units. The dwelling units
on the new site plan have been reconfigured to comply with the setbacks of the neighboring homes and the
bluff. Mr. Krehbiel stated that he is excited about the opportunity to own property in Lake Bluff and it is
very fitting with the needs of him and his family.
AVA Cole explained his Staff memorandum and the various procedural elements of the requested zoning
relief.
Discussion
Member Russell provided a number of substantive comments regarding the presented Plat and application
and how the PCZBA should structure any recommendation, including that:
1. The side yard setbacks should be changed to 54 feet on each side, which is 10% of the effective
width of the lot (as measured in the body of the lot, which is a flag lot, rather than the narrow pole
portion of the lot).
2. The floor area ratio for the principal structure on Lot One should be capped at one-half of the
allowable amount.
3. The principal structure setbacks on both lots should also apply to all accessory structures (including
the Accessory Dwelling Units).
4. No accessory structures should be permitted in the ~140’x207’ pole portion at the northwestern
corner of Lot 1.
5. A public utility easement should be provided on a north-south alignment for future public water and
sanitary sewer extensions.
6. The Plat should reflect an access easement across the east end of Lot 9 of the Country Clerks Shore
Acres subdivision for the benefit of Lot 1, as well as an access easement along Shore Acres Drive
for the benefit of Lot 1.
7. The draft Ordinance title should be changed to eliminate any reference to Lot 1 being assigned an
Arden Shore Road address, as the lot should not bear such an address.
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In response to a question by Member Russell, AVA Cole said that Jack Keller, a neighbor of 500 Arden
Shore, is present at the meeting and volunteered to speak on this subdivision. He further said that, as
structured, the PCZBA is recommending waiver of tentative plat approval and directly approving a final
plat.
In response to a question by Member Russell, Mr. Krehbiel said that a capacity limit on square footage for
the primary residence is doable. Mr. Adelman added that a maximum size of roughly 10,000’ for the primary
residence will be suitable. Member Russell responded that he is in favor of a maximum allowance of 16,000’
which was approximately half of the permissible gross floor area ratio for the lot.
Member Russell also suggested a variation for the height of the homes as the current lot width would, as a
side effect, lower the permitted height of the homes. VA Schuster recommended to not include additional
variations because the public notice did not include additional variations. The applicant has the right to
come back for additional variations, but the initial public notice does not include a height variation, so that
would not be appropriate to grant right now.
Member Russell said that the accessory dwelling units should comply with the principal structure setbacks.
AVA Cole responded that the applicant stated this in the letter of application and that is why it is not added
in a condition of approval. Member Russell proposed that the Ordinance should establish the principal
structure setback as applicable for all structures.
Jack Keller, the president of Shoreacres, said that he is comfortable with additional setback requirements.
The only structure that he intended to add in the property is a small shed on the practice field for
maintenance equipment and this can be worked with reasonable rules. Mr. Keller added that he is
comfortable with the size and aesthetic of Mr. Krehbiel’s proposition.
In response to a question by Member Russell, Mr. Adelman said that no plans to add accessory buildings
in the “pole” section of the residential lot.
In response to a question by Member Russell, AVA Cole said that no new easement is shown as Staff is
still investigating an easement already on the property from a previous subdivision plat, which may be
suitable for this proposal. Further discussion on this issue is needed. This can be made a condition for
Member Russell’s recommendation. Mr. Adelman said that their title policy identifies utility easements
created in 1998. He said that the Kellers have a municipal utility easement and sees no problem with a
continuation of that easement onto the lot. Member Russell added that the easement should be included in
the final plat.
Member Russell said that he does not see the issue of impact fees for the two accessory dwelling units on
the plat. AVA Cole responded that it would be the Village Board’s determination how to assess impact fees,
but that he could not locate impact fees for accessory dwelling units in the past and that this would be an
important policy decision.
Member Russell said that the approval should prohibit lights on the driving range to respect the space of
the neighbors.
Member Miller said that he believes that the various conditions discussed by Member Russell should be
incorporated in a separate document for the PCZBA to digest gradually.
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Member Burns said that what Member Russell has outlined is important but appears to be more of
administrative clean-up rather than a substantive item that the board must approve. Member Russell
responded that he agrees that the Village Staff should enumerate the different recommendations of the
PCZBA clearly as part of the approval. Member Danly said that she agrees that the conditions should be
presented more cohesively to the PCZBA.
Member Rider said that this plan makes the best use of this particular property. She asked the
Commissioners how this discussion on accessory dwelling units will impact future decisions on their
pending accessory dwelling unit regulations.
In response to a question by Member Rider, VA Schuster said that the PCZBA may address policy
discussions surrounding accessory dwelling units prior to approving this proposal, however, the PCZBA
has the right to approve the plat prior to having the accessory dwelling unit regulations.
Member Miller asked for language to be added so that the accessory dwelling units can be distinguished as
not being short-term rental properties. VA Schuster answered that based on the conditions of this proposal,
the ownership of the property cannot be split and that the two accessory dwelling units are subordinate to
the primary residence. With this condition, the PCZBA can add in a condition that the accessory dwelling
units cannot be rented out. Member Miller said that the PCZBA should not make the decision now on
whether or not the two accessory dwelling units can allow short-term rental.
George Covington, the neighbor to the north of 500 Arden Shore, said that he is in favor of this plan. He
believes that it is consistent with the C-E district. He asks that everything feasible could be done to preserve
the trees on both lots. He also hopes that a covenant would be made for the wetlands.
In response to a question by Chair Peters, AVA Cole said that the PCZBA can approve on the tentative plat
presented before them; he listed various conditions of the approval suggested by Member Russell and taken
from the PCZBA’s discussion.
In response to prior comments made by Member Russell, Mr. Adelman said that a 7% FAR limit on the
accessory dwelling units as well as a FAR limit on the primary residence is suitable. The applicant did not
foresee the height to be an issue, but it may be considered once additional application are needed for the
home. Mr. Adelman said that the plat does not display the access easements to Lot 1 because they are still
under negotiation. Mr. Adelman said that in terms of impact fees, his experience is that impact fees are
charged based on additional lots, so the accessory dwelling units on Lot 2 would not trigger these fees.
Also, the light issues will be discussed among Mr. Krehbiel and his neighbors. He added that accessory
dwelling units are a policy issue and he is sure these dwelling units will be subject to any regulations Lake
Bluff creates on this topic.
Chair Peters said that the PCZBA is the recommended body on this topic to the Village Board. He added
that he is a proponent to move a recommendation forward if possible.
Member Russell moved to recommend the Village Board to approve a final subdivision plat, waive a
tentative plat of subdivision, and approve the accompanying ordinance as drafted provided that the various
administrative changes discussed are incorporated in the document. Member Burns seconded the motion.
The motion passed on the following roll call vote:
Ayes:

(6)

Burns, Miller, Rider, Russell, Danly, Chair Peters
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Nayes:
Absent:

(0)
(0)

6. Public Hearing - Clarify “County Club Golf Courses” In The C-E Zoning District
AVA Cole gave an overview of the agenda item. Currently, zoning codes uses the word “tract” that is
undefined in the zoning code and that it would be appropriate to clarify how this provision should function.
VA Schuster said that in the Village Code, the golf course is allowed, but it needs to be on a 120 acre tract.
The code does not specify what happens if a piece of that “tract” is unincorporated. It is assumed that the
meaning of the Code would be to consider the tract that is 120 acres regardless of how much is inside and
outside of the Village. This is a clarity issue to make sure that there is no ambiguity that there can be a golf
course even if it is not entirely within the Village boundary.
In response to a request by Chair Peters, AVA Cole said that there were no public comment regarding the
text amendment.
Member Burns moved to recommend for the Village Board to make the text amendment. Member Miller
seconded the motion. The motion passed on the following roll call vote:
Ayes:
Nayes:
Absent:

(6)
(0)
(0)

Burns, Miller, Danly, Rider, Russell, Chair Peters
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7. Staff Report
AVA Cole reported that:
• The Village has retained a local architect and planner to perform a program regarding reviewing
examples of accessory dwelling units in the R-4 District, the Terrace, and the Estate District. A
policy discussion should be expected regarding this issue in March.
• The Committee of the Whole directed Village Staff to eliminate the sunset date for the Village’s
bee keeping, chicken keeping, and short-term rental pilot programs.
• The Village Board directed Village Staff to begin the process of reviewing the Village’s planned
residential development regulations.
• The PCZBA recommended changes on subterranean garages were adopted with the added
conditions that an engineer must provide a certification regarding flooding and that a waiver of
liability must be executed by the owner for the benefit of the Village.
8. Commissioner’s Report
There was no commissioner’s report.
9. Adjournment
As there was no further business to come before the PCZBA, Member Miller moved to adjourn the meeting.
Member Rider seconded the motion. The meeting adjourned at 10:11 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Glen Cole
Assistant to the Village Administrator
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VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
Memorandum

TO:

Chair Peters and Members of the Joint Plan Commission & Zoning Board of Appeals

FROM:

Glen Cole, AICP

DATE:

February 12, 2021

SUBJECT:

Agenda Item #4 – 104 N. Skokie Hwy. – Special Use Permit for Bedolla’s Auto Body

Assistant to the Village Administrator

Applicant Information:
(“Applicant”)

Bedolla’s Auto Body, Inc.

Purpose:

To authorize an automobile body shop to operate
in the L-1 Light Industry District.

Public Notice:

Lake County News-Sun
Property Owner Letter

Applicable Land Use Regulations:

Section 10-4-2(E)
Section 10-13-3

February 2, 2021
February 2, 2021

(Special Use Permits)
(Zoning Use Table)

Summary and Background Information
On December 22, 2020, the Village of Lake Bluff received a zoning relief application from Bedolla’s
Auto Body (“Applicant”) to allow the operation of an automobile repair use at 104 N. Skokie Highway
(see aerial photo on next page).
An automobile body shop use was previously authorized nearby within the DeMarie Business Park by
Ordinances 1995-01 and 1997-25. It appears that, at some point, this business (Inter-Pro Auto Body &
Painting) relocated into the Subject Property without obtaining new zoning relief or a business
certificate of occupancy. This was discovered when the business was purchased by new owners
(Bedolla’s Auto Body), who promptly sought a sign permit and a business certificate of occupancy. The
business exists and is operating today and Staff was unable to locate any records of complaints
concerning the business. Recommending approval of the special use permit will simply properly
authorize these operations to continue.
Other similar zoning relief has included protective conditions concerning the hours of operation; where
vehicles may queue for repairs on the lot; and where vehicles under repair or pending pickup may be
stored on the lot (generally away from the public street). These conditions have not been applied
uniformly. Given the unique circumstances, including the irregular lot and the long history of existing
operations, Staff has not included any similar recommended special conditions in the attached draft
Ordinance. The PCZBA may, of course, still consider and recommend such conditions to the Village
Board.
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Standards for Special Use Permits
In considering this request, the Municipal Code identifies the following standards:
3. Standards For Special Use Permits: No special use permit shall be granted pursuant to this subsection
unless the applicant shall have established each of the following standards:
a. General Standard: The proposed use will not have a substantial or undue adverse effect upon
adjacent property, the character of the area, or the public health, safety, and general welfare.
b. No Interference With Surrounding Development: The proposed use will be constructed,
arranged, and operated so as not to dominate the immediate vicinity or to interfere with the use
and development of neighboring property in accordance with the applicable district regulations.
c. Adequate Public Facilities: The proposed use will be served adequately by essential public
facilities and services such as streets, public utilities, drainage structures, police and fire
protection, refuse disposal, parks, libraries, and schools, or the applicant shall provide adequately
for such services as a condition of being granted a special use permit under this section.
d. No Traffic Congestion: The proposed use will not cause undue traffic or traffic congestion.
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e. No Destruction Of Significant Features: The proposed use will not result in the destruction,
loss, or damage of natural, scenic or historic features of significant importance.
f. Compliance With Standards: The proposed use will comply with all additional standards
imposed on it by the particular provision of this title authorizing such use.
g. Title Purposes: The proposed use will be in harmony with the general and specific purposes for
which this title and the regulations of the district in question were enacted.

In addition to determining if the Applicant meets the above standards, the PCZBA should consider what,
if any, such protective conditions are necessary and appropriate for the subject Special Use Permit.
Specifically, the PCZBA is empowered to recommend that the Village Board impose:
[…] Such protective restrictions and conditions concerning use, construction, character, location,
landscaping, screening, off street parking, health and safety standards, minimum area and dimension
requirements, and other matters relating to the purposes and objectives of this title upon the premises
benefited by a special use permit as may be necessary or appropriate to prevent or minimize adverse effects
upon other property and improvements in the vicinity of the subject property or upon public facilities and
services.

Staff Recommendation
The PCZBA has the authority to recommend that the Village Board approve, approve with conditions,
or deny the Special Use Permit. The Applicant has provided statements addressing the relevant
standards for relief in the attached application. The PCZBA should consider if the Applicant’s
statements and submitted materials satisfy the established standards. After commencing the public
hearing on the proposed special use permit, the PCZBA should take one of the following actions:
•

If more information is required, continue the public hearing to a date certain to allow the
Applicant to provide additional information requested by the PCZBA;

•

If more information is not required, the PCZBA may recommend that the Village Board:
o Grant a special use permit to the Applicant with or without specific conditions; or,
o Not grant a special use permit.

Attachments
• Draft special use permit ordinance.
• A copy of the Petitioners’ application with supporting documentation.
• Architectural Board of Review memorandum concerning sign permit.
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ORDINANCE NO. 2021-__

AN ORDINANCE GRANTING A SPECIAL USE PERMIT
TO BEDOLLA’S AUTO BODY, INC. TO OPERATE AN AUTOMOBILE REPAIR FACILITY
IN THE VILLAGE’S L-1 LIGHT INDUSTRY ZONING DISTRICT
(104 N. Skokie Highway)

Passed by the Board of Trustees, ________________
Printed and Published, ________________

Printed and Published in Pamphlet Form
by Authority of the
President and Board of Trustees
VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS

I hereby certify that this document
was properly published on the date
stated above.

Village Clerk

ORDINANCE NO. 2021-__
AN ORDINANCE GRANTING A SPECIAL USE PERMIT
TO BEDOLLA’S AUTO BODY, INC. TO OPERATE AN AUTOMOBILE REPAIR FACILITY
IN THE VILLAGE’S L-1 LIGHT INDUSTRY ZONING DISTRICT
(104 N. Skokie Highway)
WHEREAS, Bedolla’s Auto Body, Inc. (“Applicant”) desires to operate a
automobile repair facility ("Shop") on the property located at 104 N. Skokie Highway, within the
Village's "L-1" Light Industry District, which property is legally described in Exhibit A to this
Ordinance (“Subject Property”); and,
WHEREAS, the Applicant has requested approval of a special use permit for
automobile repair to permit the operation of the Shop at the Subject Property ("Special Use
Permit"); and,
WHEREAS, the Joint Plan Commission and Zoning Board of Appeals (“PCZBA”)
conducted a public hearing to consider the Special Use Permit on February 17, 2021, pursuant
to proper notice thereof published in the Lake County News Sun and, on February 17, 2021,
recommended that the Board of Trustees approve the Special Use Permit; and,
WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees has determined that it would be in the best
interest of the Village to approve the Special Use Permit in accordance with, and subject to, the
conditions, restrictions, and provisions of this Ordinance.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF
TRUSTEES OF THE VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF, LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.

Recitals.

The foregoing recitals are incorporated herein as the findings of the Lake Bluff
Board of Trustees.
Section 2.

Public Hearing.

A public hearing to consider the application for the Special Use Permit was duly
advertised on or before February 2, 2021, in the Lake County News-Sun, and was commenced
and completed by the PCZBA on February 17, 2021, on which date the PCZBA recommended
that the Board of Trustees approve the Special Use Permit subject to the conditions set forth in
Section 4 of this Ordinance.
Section 3.

Special Use Permit Approval.

Pursuant to the standards and procedures set forth in Section 10-4-2E of the
Lake Bluff Zoning Regulations and subject to and contingent on the conditions in Section 4 of
this Ordinance, the Board of Trustees hereby approves the Special Use Permit for the operation
of the Shop on the Subject Property.
Section 4.

Conditions.

The approval granted in Section 3 of this Ordinance is hereby expressly subject
to and contingent on each of the following conditions, restrictions, and provisions:
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A.
Compliance with Application. The Shop and the Subject Property must
be constructed, used, and maintained in substantial accordance with the Applicant’s December
22, 2020 Zoning Application and accompanying documents attached to this Ordinance as
Exhibit B.
B.
Compliance with Applicable Law. In addition to the other specific
requirements of this Ordinance, the Shop, the Subject Property, and all operations conducted
thereon and therein must comply at all times with all applicable federal, state, and Village
statutes, ordinances, resolutions, rules, codes, and regulations, including without limitation this
Ordinance.
Section 5.

Failure To Comply With Conditions.

Upon failure or refusal of the Applicant to comply with any or all of the conditions,
restrictions, or provisions of this Ordinance, the approval granted in Section 3 of this Ordinance
will, at the sole discretion of the Board of Trustees, by ordinance duly adopted, be revoked and
become null and void.
Section 6.

Binding Effect.

The privileges, obligations, and provisions of each and every section of this
Ordinance are for the benefit of and bind the Applicant, unless otherwise explicitly set forth in
this Ordinance. Nothing in this Ordinance will be deemed to allow this Ordinance to be
transferred to any person or entity other than the Applicant without a new application for
approval.
Section 7.
A.
following events:

Effective Date.

This Ordinance will be effective only upon the occurrence of all of the

i.

Passage by the Board of Trustees of the Village of Lake Bluff in the
manner required by law; and

ii.

Publication in pamphlet form in the manner required by law; and

iii.

The filing by the Applicant with the Village Clerk, for recording in the
Office of the Lake County Recorder of Deeds, of an unconditional
agreement and consent to accept and abide by each and all of the terms,
conditions, and limitations set forth in this Ordinance. The unconditional
agreement and consent must be executed by the Applicant. The
unconditional agreement and consent must be substantially in the form
attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit C.

B.
In the event that the Applicant does not file with the Village Clerk the
unconditional agreement and consent required by Paragraph 7.A(iii) of this Ordinance within 60
days after the date of final passage of this Ordinance, the Board of Trustees of Trustees will
have the right, in their sole discretion, to declare this Ordinance null and void and of no force or
effect.
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PASSED this __nd day of March, 2021, by vote of the Board of Trustees of the Village of Lake
Bluff, as follows:
AYES:

(0)

NAYS:

(0)

ABSTAIN:

(0)

ABSENT:

(0)

APPROVED this __nd day of March, 2021.

ATTEST:

Village President

Village Clerk

FIRST READING:
SECOND READING:
PASSED:
APPROVED:
PUBLISHED IN PAMPHLET FORM:
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Exhibit A
Legal Description:

Description of Subject Property

LOT 5 IN DEMARIE’S COMMERCIAL SUBDIVISION, BEING A SUBDIVISION OF PART OF
THE EAST 1/2 OF THE SOUTHEAST 1/4 OF SECTION 18 AND PART OF THE NORTH 1/2
OF THE NORTHEAST 1/4 OF THE NORTHEAST 1/4 OF SECTION 19, TOWNSHIP 44
NORTH, RANGE 12, EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, ACCORDING TO THE
PLAT THEREOF RECORDED FEBRUARY 17, 1988 AS DOCUMENT 2657862 AND
CORRECTED BY CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION RECORDED OCTOBER 11, 1988 AS
DOCUMENT 2728899, IN LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS.
PIN:

12-19-208-017

Commonly known as 28891 or 104 N. Skokie Highway, Lake Bluff, IL

Exhibit B
Zoning Application

Exhibit C
Applicant’s Unconditional Agreement and Consent
TO:

The Village of Lake Bluff, Illinois (“Village”):

WHEREAS, Bedolla’s Auto Body, Inc. (“Applicant”) desires to operate a
automobile repair facility ("Shop") on the property located at 104 N. Skokie Highway, within the
Village's "L-1" Light Industry District, which property is legally described in Exhibit A to this
Ordinance (“Subject Property”); and,
WHEREAS, the Applicant has requested approval of a special use permit for
automobile repair to permit the operation of the Shop at the Subject Property ("Special Use
Permit"); and,
WHEREAS, Ordinance No. 2021-__, adopted by the President and Board of
Trustees of the Village of Lake Bluff on __________________, (“Ordinance”) grants the
requested special use permit for the Shop and the Subject Property, subject to certain
modifications, conditions, restrictions, and provisions; and,
WHEREAS, Subsection 7.B of the Ordinance provides, among other things, that
the Ordinance will be of no force or effect unless and until the Applicant files with the Village
Clerk, within 60 days following the passage of the Ordinance, its unconditional agreement and
consent to accept and abide by each of the terms, conditions and limitations set forth in said
Ordinance.
NOW, THEREFORE, the Applicant does hereby agree and covenant as follows:
1.
The Applicant hereby unconditionally agrees to accept, consent to, and
abide by all of the terms, conditions, restrictions, and provisions of the Ordinance.
2.
The Applicant acknowledges that public notices and hearings have been
properly given and held with respect to the adoption of the Zoning Amendment and the
Ordinance, has considered the possibility of the revocation provided for in the Ordinance, and
agrees not to challenge any such revocation on the grounds of any procedural infirmity or a
denial of any procedural right.
3.
The Applicant acknowledges and agrees that the Village is not and will
not be, in any way, liable for any damages or injuries that may be sustained as a result of the
Village’s issuance of any permits for the use of the Shop and the Subject Property, including,
without limitation, the special use permits approved in the Ordinance, and that the Village’s
issuance of any such permits or approvals does not, and will not, in any way, be deemed to
insure the Applicant against damage or injury of any kind and at any time.
4.
The Applicant agrees to and does hereby hold harmless and indemnify
the Village, the Village’s corporate authorities, and all Village elected and appointed officials,
officers, employees, agents, representatives, and attorneys, from any and all claims that may, at
any time, be asserted against any of such parties in connection with the operation and use of
the Shop or the Subject Property, or the Village’s adoption of the Zoning Amendment and the
Ordinance.

Dated: ____________, 2021.
ATTEST:

BEDOLLA’S AUTO BODY, INC.

By:

By:

Its:

Its:

VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
Memorandum
TO:

Chairman Hunter and Members of the Architectural Board of Review

FROM:

Mike Croak, Building Codes Supervisor

DATE:

January 5, 2021

SUBJECT:

Agenda Item #4 - Consideration of a Sign Permit Application for Bedolla’s Auto Body at 104
Skokie Valley Road

Bedolla’s Auto Body is proposing to move into a building at 104 Skokie Valley Road that Inter-Pro Auto Body
previously used. They are proposing to fasten a vinyl banner over each of the two existing wall signs. The banners
would be 4’x12’, the same size as the existing signs. In the L-1 zoning district, two wall signs are allowed if the
building fronts on two public streets. Because the definition of zoning lot allows both parcels under the same
ownership to be considered one zoning lot (see attached definition and attached aerial photo), this zoning lot has
frontage on both West Washington Avenue and Skokie Valley Road. The building is approximately 40’ by 72’.
The following is a chart summarizing the measurements of the proposed signs:
Sign Code L-1

Proposed Signage

1.) Maximum Sign Area on the north face is 70 sq ft
(40 x 1.75 = 70)

Complies, Each Sign is Proposed to be 48sq ft

2.) Maximum Sign Area on the south face is 108 sq ft
(72 x 1.5 = 108)

Complies, Each Sign is Proposed to be 48sq ft

3.) Maximum number of signs is 2

Complies

The ABR has the authority to:
 Approve a sign permit (with conditions) that it complies with all Code regulations; or
 Deny the sign permit.
Omar Bedolla and Village Staff will be in attendance at Tuesday’s meeting to respond to questions from the ABR. If
you should have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to contact me at 847-283-6885.
Attachments:
1. Zoning Lot Definition
2. Aerial Photo
3. L-1 Wall Sign Regulations
4. Photo of Proposed Sign
5. Three photos of two existing signs

Zoning Ordinance Definition of Zoning Lot

LOT, ZONING: A tract of land consisting of one or more lots of record under single fee simple
title, ownership, or control, located entirely within a block and occupied by, or designated by its
owner or developer at the time of filing for any zoning approval or building permit as a tract to be
developed for, a principal building and its accessory buildings, or a principal use, together with
such open spaces and yards as are designed and arranged, or required under this title, to be
used with such building or use.
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L-1 Zoning District Wall Sign Regulations

f. Wall Or Fascia Signs:
(1) Either a wall or fascia sign is permitted for buildings with less than one hundred
(100) linear feet of building frontage provided that the building does not have an awning sign.
Buildings with one hundred (100) linear feet of building frontage or more are permitted both a
wall or fascia sign and an awning sign;
(2) No more than one wall or fascia sign is permitted on the front façade facing the
public street; provided, however, that a building on a corner lot with frontage on two (2) public
streets is permitted a secondary wall or fascia sign on the second façade facing a public street.
For a structure that contains multiple tenants, a wall sign is permitted for each tenant that has
exterior business façade area with an entryway along the linear building frontage;
(3) The maximum sign area for primary and secondary wall or fascia signs shall be as
follows:

Development Type

Single tenant developments

Multi-tenant retail and service centers

Multi-tenant non-retail developments shared entry

Multi-tenant non-retail developments individual entries

Maximum Sign Area

Primary Sign: 1 square foot of sign area for each linear foot
of building frontage
Secondary Sign: 1 square foot of sign area for each linear
foot of building frontage
Primary Sign: 1.75 square foot of sign area for each linear
foot of building frontage
Secondary Sign: 1.5 square foot of sign area for each linear
foot of building frontage
Primary Sign: 1 square foot of sign area for each linear foot
of building frontage
Secondary Sign: 1 square foot of sign area for each linear
foot of building frontage
Primary Sign: 1 square foot of sign area for each linear foot
of building frontage
Secondary Sign: 1 square foot of sign area for each linear
foot of building frontage

(4) Wall or fascia signs shall be located no more than twenty feet (20') above grade;
and
(5) Wall or fascia signs shall not project more than twelve inches (12") from the face of
the building on which it is installed, and not extend above the fascia line or coping line of the
wall to which such sign is attached.

VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
Memorandum
TO:

Chair Peters and Members of the Joint Plan Commission & Zoning Board of Appeals

FROM:

Glen Cole, AICP
Samantha Lenoch

DATE:

February 12, 2021

SUBJECT:

Agenda Item #5 – 354 E. Woodland Rd. – Residential Variation

Assistant to the Village Administrator
Administrative Intern

Applicant Information:
(jointly, “Applicant”)

Samuel and Noelle Beckman

Purpose:

Exceed floor area ratio for a proposed kitchen and nook remodel.

Public Notice:

Lake County News-Sun
Property Owner Letter

Applicable Land Use
Regulations:

Section 10-2-4
Section 10-5-6

February 2, 2021
February 2, 2021

(Variations)
(Floor Area Ratio)

Summary and Background Information
On January 18, 2020, the Village of Lake Bluff received a zoning variation application from Samuel and
Noelle Beckman (jointly, “Applicant”) for a total gross floor area variation necessary to expand the
existing kitchen of the single-family residence located at 354 E. Woodland Road. The improvement will
be on the northeast side of the property on the first floor and the dimensions of the proposed addition is
19.7 sq. ft. The addition is requested so that the Applicant may remodel their kitchen and nook as shown
in the attached petition and plans.
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The maximum floor area for the Property is 2880 sq. ft. The proposed kitchen and nook would exceed the
current floor area ratio by 19.7 sq. ft. Their current floor area ratio is already non-compliant by 3.75% and
the proposed addition would result in the floor area ratio exceeding what is currently allowed by the zoning
ordinance by 4.43%. This is less than 25% of the applicable standard, which means that the PCZBA has
the authority to grant or deny the variation.
10-5-6

FLOOR AREA RATIO
Built

Allowed

Diff.

Existing

2988 sq. ft.

2880 sq. ft.

108 sq. ft. (3.75%)

Proposed

3007.7 sq. ft.

2880 sq. ft.

127.7 sq. ft. (~4.43%)

Village Code - Variations - Standards for Variations
The Applicant has provided statements addressing the standards for variation in the attached application.
The PCZBA should consider if the Applicant’s statements and submitted materials satisfy the standards
for variation prescribed by the Zoning Regulations.
10-2-4

VARIATIONS

B. Standards For Variations: Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, no variation shall be granted
pursuant to this section unless the applicant shall have established that carrying out the strict letter of the provisions
of this title would create a particular hardship or a practical difficulty. Such a showing shall require proof that the
variation being sought satisfies each of the following standards:
1. Unique Physical Condition: The subject property or structure is exceptional as compared to other lots
and structures subject to the same provision by reason of a unique physical condition, including: a) presence
of an existing use, structure, or sign, whether conforming or nonconforming; b) irregular or substandard
shape or size; c) exceptional topographical features; or d) other extraordinary physical conditions peculiar to
and inherent in the subject property or structure that amount to more than a mere inconvenience to the owner
and that relate to or arise out of the lot or structure rather than the personal situation of the current owner of
the lot or structure.
2. Not Merely Special Privilege: The alleged hardship or difficulty is not merely the inability of the owner
or occupant to enjoy some special privilege or additional right not available to owners or occupants of other
lots subject to the same provision, nor merely an inability to make more money from the sale of the subject
property; provided, however, that where the standards herein set out exist, the existence of an economic
hardship shall not be a prerequisite to the granting of an authorized variation.
3. Code Purposes: The variation would not result in a use or development of the subject property that would
not be in harmony with the general and specific purposes for which this code and the provision from which
a variation is sought were enacted.
4. Public Health And Safety: The variation would not: a) impair an adequate supply of light and air to
adjacent property; b) increase the congestion in public streets unreasonably, or increase parking requirements
on public streets unreasonably; c) increase the hazard of fire; d) endanger the public safety; e) diminish or
impair the value of property within the area surrounding the subject property; or f) in any other respect impair
the public health, safety, comfort, morals, and welfare.
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Village Code - Variations – Protective Conditions
The PCZBA may also impose protective conditions and limitations tied to the relief.
10-2-4

VARIATIONS

C. Conditions On Variations: The PCZBA or the village board, whichever body has the final authority to grant the
variation pursuant to subsection A of this section, may impose, and the PCZBA, if it is a recommending body
pursuant to subsection A2 of this section, may recommend the imposition of such specific conditions and limitations
concerning use, construction, character, location, landscaping, screening, and other matters relating to the purposes
and objectives of this title upon the premises benefited by a variation as may be necessary or appropriate to prevent
or minimize adverse effects upon other property and improvements in the vicinity of the subject property or upon
public facilities and services. Such conditions shall be expressly set forth in the resolution or ordinance granting the
variation. Violation of any such condition or limitation shall be a violation of this code and shall constitute grounds
for revocation of the variation.

Staff Recommendation
The PCZBA has the authority to approve, approve with conditions, or deny the variation. After
commencing the public hearing on the requested variation, the PCZBA should take one of the following
actions:
•

If more information is required, continue the public hearing to a date certain to allow the
Applicant to provide additional information requested by the PCZBA; or,

•

If more information is not required, vote to:
o Grant the requested relief in the form of the attached draft Approval Order;
o Grant the requested relief with protective conditions; or,
o Deny the requested relief.

Attachments
• A copy of the Applicants’ application with supporting documentation.
• Draft order of approval.
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CASE PZE2021-0001 – 354 E. Woodland Road
APPROVAL ORDER

STATE OF ILLINOIS

)
)

COUNTY OF LAKE

SS.

)

BEFORE THE JOINT PLAN COMMISSION
AND ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL OF
Samuel and Noelle Beckman

APPEAL NO. PZE2021-0001

FOR VARIATION

A P P R O V A L

O R D E R

A N D

R E S O L U T I O N

This order and resolution (“Order”) concerns the application of Samuel and Noelle Beckman
(jointly, “Applicant”) for the variation described herein benefitting the property described herein. The Joint
Plan Commission and Zoning Board of Appeals of the Village of Lake Bluff (“PCZBA”), being duly
advised in the premises, MAKES THE FOLLOWING FINDINGS OF FACTS:
1.
The Property that is the subject of this Order is commonly known as 354 E. Woodland
Road, Lake Bluff, Illinois and legally described on Exhibit A attached to this Order (“Property”).
2.

The Property is improved with a single family residential structure.

3.
The Property is located within the R-4 Zoning District of the Village, as established by
Title 10 of the Lake Bluff Municipal Code (“Zoning Ordinance”).

CASE PZE2021-0001 – 354 E. Woodland Road
APPROVAL ORDER

4.
The Applicant sought a variation from Section 10-5-6 (Floor Area Ratio) of the Zoning
Ordinance to exceed the floor area ratio of an existing non-conforming structure on the Property
(“Variation”) in order to construct an approximately 19.7 square foot addition to the structure’s
kitchen (“Improvement”).
5.
Notice of the hearing was duly published in the Lake County News-Sun, a newspaper of
general circulation, and served upon the adjacent and adjoining property owners, in accordance
with Section 10-2-4 of the Zoning Ordinance and applicable law.
6.
The application was heard by the PCZBA at a public hearing of the PCZBA held virtually
due to the COVID-19 pandemic and simulcast in the Lake Bluff Village Hall on February 17, 2021
as provided by law.
7.
The PCZBA has jurisdiction pursuant to Sections 10-2-2 and 10-2-4 of the Zoning
Ordinance and Section 2-5-2 of the Lake Bluff Municipal Code (“Village Code”) to hear and
determine the Applicant’s request for the Variation.
8.

The Applicant entered into the record sufficient evidence of ownership of the Property.

9.
After the conclusion of the public hearing, the PCZBA found that the requested Variation
satisfies all of the standards set forth in Section 10-2-4(B) of the Zoning Ordinance.
10.
After the conclusion of the public hearing the PCZBA granted the application for the
Variation, by a concurring vote of not less than four members of the PCZBA as set forth in Section
10-2-4(A)(1) of the Zoning Ordinance.
IT IS, THEREFORE, ORDERED AND RESOLVED AS FOLLOWS:
A.
Subject to and contingent upon the conditions, restrictions, and provisions set forth in
Section B of this Order, the Applicant’s request for the Variation for the Property shall be, and is hereby,
approved for the reasons set forth in this Order. The Applicant will be allowed a variation from Section 105-6, Floor Area Ratio, to increase the existing floor area ratio by 4.43%.
B.
Notwithstanding any use or development right that may be applicable or available pursuant
to the provisions of the Zoning Ordinance, or any other rights the Applicant may have, the Variation granted
in Section A of this Order shall be, and are hereby, expressly subject to and contingent upon the
construction, use, and maintenance of the Property in compliance with each and all of the following
conditions:
i.

The construction, development, use, operation, and maintenance of the Property shall
comply with the Zoning Ordinance and all other applicable local, state, and federal law, as
the same have been or may be amended from time to time, except to the extent specifically
provided otherwise in this Order.

ii. Except for minor changes and site work approved by the Building Commissioner or the
Village Engineer (for matters within their respective permitting authorities) in accordance
with all applicable Village standards, the construction, development, use, operation, and
maintenance of the Property shall substantially comply with the Permit Plan prepared by
Merge-Point, Inc. dated January 27, 2021.
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C.
The Applicant shall permit a copy of this Order to be recorded against the Property in the
office of the Lake County Recorder of Deeds and shall reimburse the Village for all recording costs. This
Order and the privileges, obligations, and provisions contained herein shall inure solely to the benefit of,
and be binding upon, the Applicant and their heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
E.
As set forth in Section 10-2-4(F) of the Zoning Ordinance, this Order shall be valid for a
period not to exceed 12 months from the date hereof, unless, within such period and in accordance with this
Order, the Applicant commences erection or alteration of a building or structure, pursuant to a valid building
permit for construction on the Property. In the event that the Applicant obtains a building permit in
furtherance of the Variation granted pursuant to this Order, the Applicant shall prosecute all work
authorized by the building permit to completion without unnecessary delay.
F.
Upon the failure or refusal of the Applicant to comply with any or all of the conditions,
restrictions, or provisions of this Order, in addition to all other remedies available to the Village, the
Variation granted pursuant to this Order shall, at the sole discretion of the PCZBA, by order duly adopted,
be revoked and become null and void; provided, however, that the PCZBA may not so revoke the Variation
unless it shall first provide the Applicant with two months advance written notice of the reasons for
revocation and an opportunity to be heard at a regular meeting of the PCZBA. In the event of revocation,
the development and use of the Property shall be governed solely by the applicable regulations of the Zoning
Ordinance.
G.
The Variation granted pursuant to this Order shall apply and be limited only to the proposed
work specifically depicted on the Images to Support Variance Application prepared by Jonathan Stuck of
Merge Point, Inc. and dated January 27, 2021. No future alterations or modifications may be made that
exceed the applicable restrictions set forth in the Zoning Ordinance without first obtaining Village approval
in accordance with the applicable provisions of the Zoning Ordinance. All other structures and portions of
structures on, and portions of, the Property shall comply with the applicable restrictions set forth in the
Zoning Ordinance and the Village Code.
H.
This Ordinance will be effective only upon the occurrence of the filing by the Applicant
with the Village Clerk, for recording in the Office of the Lake County Recorder of Deeds, of an
unconditional agreement and consent to accept and abide by each and all of the terms, conditions, and
limitations set forth in this Order. The unconditional agreement and consent must be executed and filed
with the Village Clerk within 60 days after the adoption of the Order. The unconditional agreement and
consent must be substantially in the form attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit C.

Order approved on February 17, 2021.

JOINT PLAN COMMISSION
AND ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS

By:
Gary Peters, Chairman
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EXHIBIT A
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPERTY
LOT 58 IN FOREST HOME, BEING GEORGE C. HIELDS SUBDIVISION OF PART OF THE NORTH
HALF OF SECTION 21, TOWNSHIP 44 NORTH, RANGE 12, EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL
MERIDIAN, ACCORDING TO THE PLAT THEREOF, RECORDED NOVEMBER 6, 1924, AS
DOCUMENT 248292, IN BOOK N OF PLATS, PAGE 55, IN LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS.
Commonly known as 354 E. Woodland Road, Lake Bluff, Illinois
PIN: 12-21-201-003
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EXHIBIT B
PLANS AND APPLICATION
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EXHIBIT C
APPLICANT’S UNCONDITIONAL AGREEMENT AND CONSENT
TO:

The Village of Lake Bluff, Illinois (“Village”):

WHEREAS, Samuel and Noelle Beckman (jointly, “Owner”) are the owners of the
property located at 354 E. Woodland Road in the Village, which is within the Village's R-4 Residence
District and is legally described on the attached Exhibit A (“Subject Property”); and
WHEREAS, the Applicant has requested a variation from Section 10-2-4 of the Village’s
Zoning Regulations to The Applicant sought a variation from Section 10-5-6 of the Zoning Ordinance to to
exceed the floor area ratio of an existing non-conforming structure on the Property (“Variation”) in order
to construct an approximately 19.7 square foot addition to the structure’s kitchen (“Improvement”); and
WHEREAS, an Approval Order adopted by the Joint Plan Commission and Zoning Board
of Appeals of the Village of Lake Bluff on February 17, 2021 pursuant to Section 10-2-4(A)(1) of the
Village’s Zoning Regulations (“Approval Order”) grants the Variation for the Subject Property, subject to
certain modifications, conditions, restrictions, and provisions; and
WHEREAS, the Approval Order requires that the Applicant file with the Village Clerk,
within 60 days following the adoption of the Approval Order, its unconditional agreement and consent to
accept and abide by each of the terms, conditions and limitations set forth in said Approval Order;
NOW, THEREFORE, the Applicant does hereby agree and covenant as follows:
1.
The Applicant hereby unconditionally agrees to accept, consent to, and abide by
all of the terms, conditions, restrictions, and provisions of the Approval Order.
2.
The Applicant acknowledges that public notices and hearings have been properly
given and held with respect to the adoption of the Approval Order, has considered the possibility of the
revocation provided for in the Approval Order, and agrees not to challenge any such revocation on the
grounds of any procedural infirmity or a denial of any procedural right.
3.
The Applicant acknowledges and agrees that the Village is not and will not be, in
any way, liable for any damages or injuries that may be sustained as a result of the Village’s issuance of
any permits for the Improvements or for the use of the Subject Property, including, without limitation, the
variation granted in the Approval Order, and that the Village’s issuance of any such permits does not, and
will not, in any way, be deemed to insure the Applicant against damage or injury of any kind and at any
time.
4.
The Applicant agrees to and does hereby hold harmless, indemnify and defend the
Village, the Village’s corporate authorities, and all Village elected and appointed officials, officers,
employees, agents, representatives, and attorneys, from any and all injuries, damages, claims, liabilities,
demands, causes of action, losses, suits, expenses, liabilities, and judgments of any and all nature and kind
whatsoever, including without limitation costs, expenses, and attorneys’ fees, arising out of, occasioned by,
connected with, or in any way attributable to, the operation and use of the Subject Property, the
Improvements, or the Village’s adoption of the Approval Order.

CASE PZE2021-0001 – 354 E. Woodland Road
APPROVAL ORDER

Dated: ____________, 2021.
ATTEST:

SAMUEL BECKMAN

By:

By:

ATTEST:

NOELLE BECKMAN

By:

By:

building & site data
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VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
Memorandum

TO:

Chair Peters and Members of the Joint Plan Commission & Zoning Board of Appeals

FROM:

Glen Cole, AICP

DATE:

February 12, 2021

SUBJECT:

Agenda Item #6 – Short Term Rental Regulations

Assistant to the Village Administrator

Applicant Information:

The Village of Lake Bluff

Purpose:

To extend the Village’s short-term rental regulations
indefinitely by deleting their expiration date.

Public Notice:

Lake County News-Sun

Applicable Land Use Regulations:

Section 10-4-5
Section 10-13-3

February 2, 2021

(Short-Term Rentals)
(Zoning Use Table)

Summary and Background Information
On April 23, 2018 and following extensive public comment and engagement, the Village Board adopted
a two year pilot program authorizing short-term rentals in the Village’s residential areas subject to
licensure, inspection, and various other regulations. (Public comment from the original adoption of these
regulations is available and can be viewed by clicking here when viewing on an electronic device.) The
pilot program was originally set to expire on April 23, 2020; on March 10, 2020, the pilot program’s
expiration date was extended an additional year in order to gather additional data.
On January 11, 2021, the Village Board’s Committee-of-the-Whole reviewed the pilot program
(memorandum attached). At the conclusion of its discussion, the consensus of the Village Board was to
eliminate the expiration (or “sunset”) date for the Village’s short-term rental regulations. Members of the
Board noted that the recurring need to reauthorize the pilot program creates contention in the community
and that the regulations can always be amended at a later date. There was one public comment regarding
the extension, which is documented in the COW’s attached minutes.
Because the pilot program’s expiration date is codified in the Zoning Regulations, deleting the expiration
date requires a public hearing before the PCZBA. The attached Ordinance would simply delete the
expiration date and, by doing so, make these regulations apply indefinitely.
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Process – Standards for Text Amendments
Section 10-2-9 of the Zoning Regulations identifies the standards applicable for to the PCZBA’s review
of text amendments:
SECTION 10-2-9: AMENDMENTS
[…]
5. Standard For Amendments:
a. General Standards For All Amendments: The wisdom of amending the village zoning
map or the text of this title is a matter committed to the sound legislative discretion of
the board of trustees and is not dictated by any set standard. In determining whether a
proposed amendment will be granted or denied the board of trustees may be guided by
the principle that its power to amend this title should be exercised in the public good. In
considering whether that principle is satisfied in any particular case, the board of trustees
may weigh, among other factors, the following factors:
1.

The consistency of the proposed amendment with the purposes of this title;

2.

The community need for the proposed amendment and any uses or
development it would allow;

3.

The conformity of the proposed amendment with the village's comprehensive
plan and zoning map, or the reasons justifying its lack of conformity.

PCZBA Authority
After commencing the public hearing on the proposed ordinance, the PCZBA should take one of the
following actions:
•

If more information is required, continue the public hearing to a date certain; or,

•

If more information is not required, vote to recommend the Village Board adopt, adopt with
amendments, or not adopt the draft ordinance.

A recommendation may be made by a simple majority vote of the present members of the PCZBA.
Attachments
•

Draft Ordinance.

•

Existing Section 10-4-5.

•

Committee-of-the-Whole memorandums dated January 6, 2021 and January 22, 2020.

•

Committee-of-the-Whole minutes from January 11, 2021.

•

Excerpts of PCZBA minutes from February 19, 2020 (recommending one-year extension).

•

Public comment received regarding this public hearing.
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ORDINANCE NO. 2021-__

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE LAKE BLUFF ZONING REGULATIONS AND
THE LAKE BLUFF MUNICIPAL CODE TO EXTEND
THE SHORT-TERM RENTAL REGULATIONS
Passed by the Board of Trustees, _________, 2021
Printed and Published, ___________, 2021

Printed and Published in Pamphlet Form
by Authority of the
President and Board of Trustees
VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS

I hereby certify that this document
was properly published on the date
stated above.

Village Clerk

{00118684.1}

ORDINANCE NO. 2021-__
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE LAKE BLUFF ZONING REGULATIONS AND
THE LAKE BLUFF MUNICIPAL CODE TO EXTEND
THE SHORT-TERM RENTAL REGULATIONS
WHEREAS, the Village of Lake Bluff is a home rule municipal corporation in
accordance with Article VII, Section 6(a) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois of 1970; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Ordinance 2018-5, on April 23, 2018, the Village
adopted regulations to permit and regulate the short-term rental of residential properties for less
than 30 days (“Short-Term Rental”) within the Village (“Short-Term Rental Regulations”),
which Short-Term Rental Regulations applies for a two-year trial period, and then were
extended for an additional year; and
WHEREAS, the Village Board has determined that it is appropriate to amend the
Short-Term Rental Regulations to allow the Regulations to continue beyond the trial period
(“Amendments”); and
WHEREAS, the Joint Plan Commission and Zoning Board of Appeals (“PCZBA”)
conducted a public hearing to consider the Amendments on February 17, 2021, pursuant to
proper notice thereof published in the Lake County News Sun on February 2, 2021, and voted
to recommend that the Board of Trustees adopt the Amendments; and
WHEREAS, the Village Board of Trustees has determined that adoption of the
Amendments set forth in this Ordinance pursuant to the Zoning Regulations, the Municipal
Code, and the Village's home rule powers is in the best interests of the Village;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF
TRUSTEES OF THE VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF, LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.

Recitals.

The foregoing recitals are incorporated herein as findings and determinations of
the Board of Trustees.
Section 2.

Public Hearing.

A public hearing on the Amendments was duly advertised on or before February
2, 2021 in the Lake County News-Sun. The public hearing was commenced and completed by
the PCZBA on February 17, 2021, on which date the PCZBA recommended that the Board of
Trustees adopt the Amendments.
Section 3. Amendment to Section 10-13-3 of the Zoning Regulations.
Section 3, titled “Zoning Use Table,” of Chapter 13, titled “Illustrations and
Exhibits,” of Title 10, titled “Zoning Regulations,” of the Lake Bluff Municipal Code is hereby
amended as follows:
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ZONING DISTRICTS
“Use Category

Short-Term Rental15

P = Permitted Use

SIC
Code*

-

CE

E1

E2

Residential
R- R- R1
2
3

R4

R5

R6

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

S = Special Use
Commercial/Non-residential
AP- L- LCBD O&R
S
1
1
2
P

Notes:
1. These special uses in all zoning districts are subject to the conditions in subsection 10-4-2E2 of this title.
*
*
*
15. This use in all permitted districts is permitted for a period of three years, beginning April 24, 2018, and ending April 23, 2021,
subject to the restrictions in subsection 10-4-5 of this title.”

Section 4.

Amendment to Section 10-4-5 of the Zoning Regulations.

Section 10-4-5, titled “Short-Term Rental,” of Chapter 4, titled “General Zoning
Provisions,” of Title 10, titled “Zoning Regulations,” of the Lake Bluff Municipal Code is hereby
amended as follows:
“10-4-5 SHORT-TERM RENTALS:
For a period of three years, beginning April 24, 2018, and ending April 23, 2021,
sShort-term rentals are permitted pursuant to section 10-13-3 of this code subject
to the following restrictions:
*
Section 5.

*

*”

Amendment to Section 1-8H-1 of the Village Code.

Section 1-8H-1, titled “Definitions,” of Article H, titled “Home Rule Hotel Tax,” of
Chapter 8, titled “Village Taxation,” of Title 1, titled “Administration,” of the Lake Bluff Municipal
Code, is hereby amended as follows:
“1-8H-1: DEFINITIONS:
HOTEL: Any building or buildings in which the public may, for consideration,
obtain temporary living quarters, sleeping, or housekeeping accommodations.
The word "hotel" shall include, without limitation, inns, motels, suites, tourist
homes or courts, lodging houses, rooming houses, and apartment houses. For a
period of three years beginning April 24, 2018 and ending April 23, 2021, and for
the purposes of this Article H only, the word “hotel” shall include short-term rental
as defined in section 10-1-2 of this code.”
Section 6.

Effective Date.

This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage,
approval, and publication in pamphlet form in the manner provided by law.
[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS]
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PASSED this ____ day of ______, 2021, by vote of the Board of Trustees of the Village
of Lake Bluff, as follows:
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
APPROVED this ____ day of ______, 2021.
ATTEST:

Village President

Village Clerk
FIRST READING:
SECOND READING:
PASSED:
APPROVED:
PUBLISHED IN PAMPHLET FORM:
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10-4-5: SHORT-TERM RENTALS:
For a period of three (3) years, beginning April 24, 2018, and ending April 23, 2021, shortterm rentals are permitted pursuant to section 10-13-3 of this title subject to the following
restrictions:
A. Primary Residence: The short-term rental property must be the property owner's
primary residence.
B. Residing: The property owner must reside at the property at least two hundred
seventy five (275) days each calendar year.
C. Accessory And Secondary Dwellings: Accessory or secondary dwelling units may
not be used as short-term rentals.
D. Parking:
1. All overnight parking must be accomplished on site and on improved
surfaces.
2. Properties with adjacent driveways may not be used as short-term rentals.
E. Maximum Guests Per Night: No short-term rental shall serve more than ten (10)
guests per night.
F. Minimum Length: No short-term rental shall be rented for less than two (2)
consecutive nights.
G. Maximum Length: No short-term rental shall be rented for more than forty five (45)
days or more than fifteen (15) individual booking periods in any calendar year,
whichever limit is reached first.
H. Fire Alarm: All short-term rentals must have a fire alarm system monitored by a
UL certified central station.
I. Life Safety Requirements: All short-term rentals must comply with the following life
safety requirements:
1. Manual extinguishing equipment must be provided on each floor and in the
kitchen used by short-term rental guests in accordance with National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA) 10 - Standards for the Installation of Portable
Fire Extinguishers.
2. No combustible storage is permitted in or under stairways.
3. No cooking facilities are permitted in guest rooms.
4. All hallways and stairways must be adequately lighted.
5. Portable heating devices are prohibited in guest rooms.
6. A floor plan of the property to be used for short-term rental must be
submitted to the Village.
7. Smoke detectors and carbon monoxide detectors must be provided in each
guest room.
8. All bedrooms used for short-term rental must contain an egress window
that complies with section R310 of the 2015 International Residential Code.

https://export.amlegal.com/api/export-requests/ec1b313f-bf9c-47f2-9cb9-7744f6c51ee9/download/
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Specifically, the bedroom egress window must have a net clear opening of not
less than 5.7 square feet obtained by the normal operation of the window from
the inside; provided however, an egress window at or below grade must have
a net clear opening of not less than five (5) square feet. The egress window
opening shall be at least twenty four inches (24") high and at least twenty
inches (20") wide. The egress window must have a sill height of not more than
forty four inches (44"). Egress windows at or below grade must be provided
with a window well with a horizontal area of not less than nine (9) square feet
and with a horizontal projection and width of not less than thirty six inches
(36") .
Notwithstanding the foregoing, bedrooms constructed prior to October 26, 2010 may continue
to use existing windows that use removable sashes to meet the minimum egress window
opening requirements.
9. All stair systems with four (4) or more risers must have handrails.
10. GFCI outlets must be installed as required by the Village Building Code.
J. Annual Registration:
1. Registration Required: Every property owner desiring to use their property
as a short-term rental must register the property annually upon a form provided
by the Village and filed with the Village Administrator.
2. Contents Of Registration Form: The registrant must truthfully provide the
information requested on the registration form, including, without limitation, the
following:
a. The property address and name of the property owner;
b. An affirmation that the owner resides at the property at least
two hundred seventy five (275) days per year;
c. An affirmation that the owner has read and understands the
restrictions contained in this section;
d. Proof that the property owner has an insurance policy that
covers the short-term rental use of the property in the amount of
one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) per occurrence and a
minimum of two million dollars ($2,000,000.00) aggregate. This
requirement cannot be satisfied by insurance coverage
provided by a short-term rental platform, including without
limitation, Airbnb and HomeAway;
e. If the property owner will not reside at the property during
any of the short-term rental booking periods, the name and
contact information for a local contact person who will be
available at all times during such booking periods to
immediately address non-emergency issues;
f. An affirmation that copies or summaries of the applicable
noise, solid waste and recycling, parking, and short-term rental
regulations are tendered to each short-term rental guest; and
g. A copy of the log required by subsection K of this section for
the preceding year.
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3. Annual Registration Fee: The fee for short-term rental registration shall be
paid to the Village at the time the annual registration form is filed, and the
registration fees for each short-term rental shall be set out in section 1-12-3 of
this Code, under category "license fees". The registration fee will not be
prorated.
4. Life Safety Inspection Required: No short-term rental registration will be
approved until a life safety inspection of the property is conducted by the
Village.
5. Registered List: A list of all registered short-term rentals will be posted on
the Village's website and maintained at Village Hall.
6. Maximum Registered: No more than six (6) short-term rentals shall be
registered by the Village at any one time; provided that the Village Board may
increase or decrease the maximum number of short-term rental registrations
by resolution duly adopted.
K. Log: Owners must keep a log of the dates and the number of guests for each
short-term rental booking period.
L. Advertising And Signage:
1. On-site and off-site signage advertising or otherwise promoting a shortterm rental is prohibited.
2. All online advertisements regarding short-term rentals, including listings on
platforms including, without limitation, Airbnb and HomeAway, shall:
a. List a valid short-term rental registration number issued by
the Village; and
b. Only advertise a short-term rental that complies with all of
the short-term rental regulations and restrictions set forth in this
section.
M. Taxes: The Village's Home Rule Hotel Tax must be collected on gross short-term
rental receipts and remitted to the Village in accordance with title 1, chapter 8, article
H of this Code.
N. Penalty: Any person who violates any of the provisions of this section shall be
fined not more than five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) for each offense. Each day that
a violation is permitted to exist shall constitute a separate offense.
The restrictions contained in this section shall be interpreted as minimum standards, and shall
be in addition to any other applicable Village ordinances and requirements that apply to shortterm rentals or the properties on which they are located. (Ord. 2018-5, 4-23-2018; amd. Ord.
2020-3, 3-9-2020)
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MEMORANDUM
Date:

January 6, 2021

To:

President O’Hara and Members of the Committee-of-the-Whole

From:

R. Drew Irvin, Village Administrator

Subject:

Discussion & Direction Regarding Pilot Programs

Absent any action of the Village Board three pilot programs (Short-Term Rentals, Back-Yard
Bee & Chicken Keeping Programs) will come to an end this March; prior to the sunset of these
programs, Village Staff is seeking direction as to how the Board wishes to move forward.
Short-Term Rentals (“STR”)
Following extensive public comment and engagement, the Village Board adopted a two year
pilot program authorizing STRs in the Village’s residential areas subject to licensure, inspection,
and various other regulations. The pilot program was set to expire on April 23, 2020. On
January 27, 2020, the Village Board’s Committee-of-the-Whole reviewed the pilot program and
reached a consensus to maintain the status quo and extend the pilot program by an additional
year in order to gather more information. Because the pilot program’s sunset date is codified
in the Zoning Code, increasing the length of the pilot program required a public hearing and
recommendation by the PCZBA. The PCZBA conducted its public hearing on Wednesday,
February 19 and unanimously (5-0) recommended approval. On a vote of 4-2 the Village Board
extended the pilot program by one year on March 9, 2020 to April 23, 2021. Since its
inception, the STR program has had very limited participation (only one license ever issued;
none current) and there are no updates from last year’s memo to the COW on the same topic
(no changes or updates in program costs or activity; see attachment #1).
Back-Yard Bee & Chicken Keeping Program (“BYBC”)
The Sustainability and Community Enhancement Ad Hoc Committee (“SEC”) prepared and
recommended draft pilot programs that allows the keeping of chickens and bee hives on
residential properties in the Village. The Village Board, meeting as the Committee-of-theWhole, reviewed and modified the draft programs at its November 13, 2017 and December 11,
2017 meetings resulting in a pilot programs with (i) a specific sunset date of March 1, 2021; (ii)
$50 annual fee (later changed by the Board to be a one-time fee); (iii) a limit of five pilot
permits at any one time; (iv) limit of no more than two permits per activity for lots smaller than
10,000 square feet and no permits for lots smaller than 7,000 square feet; (v) requirement that
the owner send notice via certified mail of the public meeting for the permit they are seeking
(later changed by the Board to Village provided notice); and (vi) registration with Illinois
Department of Agriculture (later changed by the Board to only demonstrate submittal). At
present there are four chicken permittees and zero bee permittees within the Village. There
have been no substantiated issues with the chicken keeping permits.
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Discussion
Village Staff anticipates the COW discussing these pilot programs and determining if they
should expire or be continued in some form. Some possible paths forward include but are not
limited to the following:
1. In light of the pandemic, continue all pilot programs and collect more experiential data
for a specific period of time (1 or 2 more years);
2. Refer the STR program to the PCZBA and the BYBC programs to the SEC for public
comment/recommendation before taking action;
3. Modify the BYBC to purely administrative (no SEC public meeting) and continue
indefinitely;
4. Allow the pilot programs to expire; and/or
5. Permanently adopt the pilot programs.
As always, please feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns at 847-283-6883.
Attachments:
1. January 22, 2020 Staff Memo RE: Discussion Regarding STR Regulations
2. April 9, 2018 VB Meeting Minutes where STR Regulations Considered
3. April 23, 2018 VB Meeting Minutes where STR Regulations Adopted
4. January 8, 2018 VB Meeting Minutes where BYBC Pilot Program Adopted
5. Previously provided memos RE the BYBC Programs with Public Comment
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VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Lake Bluff President O’Hara and Village Board of Trustees

FROM:

R. Drew Irvin, Village Administrator

DATE:

January 22, 2020

SUBJECT:

Discussion Regarding Short-Term Rental Pilot Program

Situation
Following considerable discussion, debate and public comment, the Village Board voted (4-3) to initiate a 2-year
pilot program to evaluate new Short-term Rental (STR) regulations beginning on April 24, 2018. It is
recommended the Village Board begin its evaluation of the STR regulations now so as to have adequate time to
manage any request for information or referral to any advisory bodies.
STR Program (By the Numbers)
Max Number of Registered Rentals Permitted
Actual Number of Registered Rentals Permitted during Pilot to Date
Current Number of Registered Rentals
Number of Complaints Recorded by Police Related to STR during Pilot
Total Registration Fee Revenue to Date
Taxes submitted to Date
Cost of STR monitoring software subscription
Direct Enforcement Expenses (Prosecuting Attorney Fees) to Date

6
1
0
0
$250
$415.80
$3,000 ($1,500/year)
$585

As you may recall, other on-going pilot programs of the Village (back yard chicken and bee keeping) are for a
period of 3-years. Given the low number of STR registrations and limited data the Village Board may want to
extend the pilot program for another year and then revaluate.
Village Attorney Peter Friedman and Village Staff will be present to respond to any questions during Monday
night’s meeting.
Reports and Documents Attached:
1. An Ordinance Amending the Lake Bluff Zoning Regulations and the Lake Bluff Municipal Code to
Establish Short-Term Rental Regulations
2. 04/09/2018 and 04/23/2018 Village Board Meeting Minutes
3. 03/19/2018 PCZBA Meeting Minutes
4. PCZBA Informational Packet for the 3/19/2018 meeting (click here to view packet)

VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
COMMITTEE-OF-THE-WHOLE
REGULAR MEETING
JANUARY 11, 2021
APPROVED MINUTES OF MEETING
The Village of Lake Bluff Board of Trustees met as a Committee-of-the-Whole (“COW”) via Zoom and
in the Village Hall Board Room (40 East Center Avenue) on Monday, January 11, 2021. Village
President O’Hara called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m.
The following were present:
Village President:

Kathleen O’Hara

Trustees:

Barbara Ankenman
Regis Charlot
Mark Dewart
Joy Markee
William Meyer
Aaron Towle
Megan Michael, Village Clerk

Also Present:

Drew Irvin, Village Administrator
Peter Friedman, Village Attorney
Mike Hosking, Police Chief
Glen Cole, Assistant to the Village Administrator

Non-Agenda Items and Visitors
President O’Hara stated the COW allocates 15 minutes for those individuals who would like the
opportunity to address the COW on any matter not listed on the agenda. There were no requests to
address the COW.
Consideration of the Minutes from the October 12, 2020 Committee-of-the-Whole Meeting
Trustee Meyer moved to approve the October 12, 2020 COW minutes. Trustee Markee seconded the
motion. The motion passed on the following roll call vote:
Ayes:
Nays:
Absent:

(6)
(0)
(0)

Ankenman, Charlot, Dewart, Markee, Meyer, and Towle

Discussion and Direction Regarding Pilot Programs (Short-Term Regulations and Back-Yard Bee
and Chicken Keeping Programs)
President O’Hara read aloud the following Staff report.
Short-Term Rentals (STR)
Following extensive public comment and engagement, the Village Board adopted a two-year pilot
1
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program authorizing STRs in the Village’s residential areas subject to licensure, inspection, and various
other regulations. The pilot program was set to expire on April 23, 2020. On January 27, 2020, the
Village Board’s Committee-of-the-Whole reviewed the pilot program and reached a consensus to
maintain the status quo and extend the pilot program by an additional year in order to gather more
information. Because the pilot program’s sunset date is codified in the Zoning Code, increasing the
length of the pilot program required a public hearing and recommendation by the PCZBA. The PCZBA
conducted its public hearing on Wednesday, February 19 and unanimously (5-0) recommended
approval. On a vote of 4-2 the Village Board extended the pilot program by one year on March 9, 2020
to April 23, 2021. Since its inception, the STR program has had very limited participation (only one
license ever issued; none current) and there are no updates from last year’s memo to the COW on the
same topic (no changes or updates in program costs or activity).
Back-Yard Bee & Chicken Keeping Program (BYBC)
The Sustainability and Community Enhancement Ad Hoc Committee (SEC) prepared and recommended
draft pilot programs that allows the keeping of chickens and bee hives on residential properties in the
Village. The Village Board, meeting as the Committee-of-the-Whole, reviewed and modified the draft
programs at its November 13, 2017 and December 11, 2017 meetings resulting in a pilot programs with
(i) a specific sunset date of March 1, 2021; (ii) $50 annual fee (later changed by the Board to be a onetime fee); (iii) a limit of five pilot permits at any one time; (iv) limit of no more than two permits per
activity for lots smaller than 10,000 square feet and no permits for lots smaller than 7,000 square feet;
(v) requirement that the owner send notice via certified mail of the public meeting for the permit they
are seeking (later changed by the Board to Village provided notice); and (vi) registration with Illinois
Department of Agriculture (later changed by the Board to only demonstrate submittal). At present there
are four chicken permittees and zero bee permittees within the Village. There have been no substantiated
issues with the chicken keeping permits.
Conclusion
President O’Hara concluded the report by saying that Staff anticipates the COW discussing these pilot
programs and determining if they should expire or be continued in some form. Some possible paths
forward include but are not limited to the following:
1. In light of the pandemic, continue all pilot programs and collect more experiential data for a
specific period of time (1 or 2 more years);
2. Refer the STR program to the PCZBA and the BYBC programs to the SEC for public
comment/recommendation before taking action;
3. Modify the BYBC to purely administrative (no SEC public meeting) and continue indefinitely;
4. Allow the pilot programs to expire; and/or
5. Permanently adopt the pilot programs.
COW Discussion
The COW began its discussion regarding STR at the conclusion of President O’Hara’s introduction.
Trustee Charlot asked if we had any community feedback on this program as the Village has no current
permits and, therefore, no data for the past two years. He believes that reflecting on what happened in
the past two years would be beneficial.
In response to a question from Trustee Dewart, Village Administrator Irvin said that there has been no
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additional community input received. He clarified that within the packet was community input that was
received from prior discussions, but that the Village received nothing recently.
Trustee Meyer said that, as there had been no issues with these programs, it may make sense to eliminate
the sunset date. He said that he would like to hear from the public before the COW proceeded with a full
discussion.
Trustee Markee said that she would continue the program for a year in order to obtain more data. She
further expressed her understanding that the Village would need to bear the cost of monitoring software
in order to enforce the Village’s policy no matter the decision tonight.
Trustee Towle agreed with Trustee Markee and said there has been no new information since the last
time we spoke about this. He cannot say that his position has changed, but he said it may change with
new information, so he would be willing to try an additional year.
Trustee Dewart said he would encourage the Board to consider a two-year pilot program because he
thinks there is a great deal of uncertainty with the next six to nine months and that a full year of
“normal,” post-pandemic experience would be more useful. Trustee Dewart said he would support the
proposal for an extension but he would encourage the Board to consider a two-year extension rather than
a one year extension.
Trustee Meyer said that, if the COW would reach a consensus to extend, then he would certainly be in
favor a two-year extension to avoid revisiting this matter again in a year.
Trustee Ankenman said that Trustee Meyer expressed an important point. She asked if there is really a
benefit to eliminating the sunset date as opposed to have the two-year sunset because, if the Board
would eliminate the sunset date, is not going to come up for potential discussion and strife in two years.
The regulations could be amended if something did arise in the future.
Village Administrator Irvin said that the STR regulations are part of the Zoning Regulations, so any
course of action other than allowing it to expire would require another public hearing at the PCZBA to
either change the expiration date or delete the expiration date. Village Attorney Friedman concurred.
Trustee Ankenman said that it was difficult for her to tell why there is little community interest, but that
the worst fears have not been realized. She expressed her feeling that there was not consensus among the
COW to eliminate the sunset date in order to avoid continually discussing this subject. She said she
would support a two-year extension.
Trustee Charlot said that there is not enough data now, but – after the pandemic – that another ten people
could apply and quickly create an untenable situation. He would only support a one-year extension.
Trustee Dewart replied that the Board could take action sooner if such a situation arose rather than
waiting for the sunset date.
Village Administrator Irvin said that the BYBC pilot program was created by resolution of the Board
and can be adjusted much more quickly. Only the STR pilot would require a public hearing and a more
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extensive process to adjust.
In response to a question from Trustee Markee, Village Administrator Irvin said that there is a maximum
limit of six STR licenses currently and that the Village has never had more than one active license at a
time. Trustee Markee said that she does not believe that pilot program data would be valid in 2021 and
that the Village should extend the pilot period by two years to gather more data.
Trustee Ankenman reiterated that she believes retaining a sunset date for these regulations will continue
to create contention as the subject re-emerges time and time again.
Village Administrator Irvin said that Staff would bring a quick expansion of interest in any of these
programs to the Board’s attention should that occur in order to allow the Board to consider adjusting its
approach.
Trustee Ankenman said that the Village expended considerable time creating the short-term rental
regulations and that, at the conclusion of that effort, no one had changed their mind. She is very
reluctant to reopen this process for a very limited period again.
In response to a question from Trustee Charlot, Village Administrator Irvin provided additional
procedural details regarding how the Board could adjust the pilot programs.
Trustee Dewart said that, after listening to the conversation, he could support eliminating the sunset
date. He is unsure that there will be any point to revisiting the conversation in two years and wants to
conserve the time of the Village’s volunteers including the members of the Plan Commission and
Zoning Board of Appeals (PCZBA).
Trustee Meyer concurred and said that the Board’s time is a valuable resource as well as the PCZBA’s
time. He said that there had been no controversy for three years and that eliminating the sunset date may
be a wise thing as the Village has the tools to address a problem if one arises.
Trustee Towle asked about the difference between terminating an ordinance versus the pilot programs.
Village Attorney Friedman replied that the Village could take enforcement action against individual
violators administratively. If the Board would want to terminate or modify the STR program, that would
require a public hearing in order to amend the Zoning Regulations. Trustee Towle and Village Attorney
Friedman further discussed procedural details. Village Administrator Irvin said that, should the Board
chose to remove the sunset date, it could provide for the quantity of permits to be adjusted by Board
resolution without amending the Zoning Regulations. Trustee Towle said that this provision would be
important to include.
Trustee Markee said that she would be open to eliminating the sunset date and reiterated that this subject
has been discussed at length and that there were no problems in the preceding three years.
Public Comment
As there were no further comments from the Board, President O’Hara opened the floor to public
comments.
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Patricia Havrin said glad to share her input regarding booking platforms such as Airbnb, VRBO, Home
Away. She said it has been a wonderful experience to host short-term renters and she have met so many
nice people in the three years that she has done it. She would think that people would welcome the
opportunity to bring in extra money to pay their kids’ college tuition, pay medical bills, and all the other
miscellaneous expenses like she did. She said she would love to see a distinction between investor
property that is not owned or occupied; a homeowner that leaves for a couple of months and is not
owned or occupied at the time of the rental; and an owner-occupied home. She said that when the Board
considers continuing the pilot program or making it permanent, the pilot program that has been going on
for three years and she has been unable to participate in it. It is a shame because the Village could have
gathered some really useful information but regardless that is what the Village chose to do. She knows
that people visit local restaurants and businesses when they stay in short-term rentals. The point is she
believes there should be a distinction. She said she has a three-car garage or a huge long driveway that
could fit 10 cars and she live in Lake Bluff and the right to participate in short-term rentals was taken
away from her. [The Village’s short-term rental regulations provide that, where a property has a
driveway within five feet of a driveway of an adjoining property, that property is ineligible to be a shortterm rental. Ms. Havrin owns such a property.] She owned a house that was always legally nonconforming with two dwelling units, but because she spoke up, the right was taken away from her. There
was no reason that this [provision] was put in and there was not any problem; she asked what the fear
was. Ms. Havrin said that the Board decided it was good for the community after establishing a
subcommittee. She said Airbnb is public stock now. When some people argue that COVID19 has
deterred most travelers, she said that, to the contrary, she has had reservations all year long; on one
occasion when a guest did cancel due to COVID-19, Airbnb reimbursed her somewhere between 25 to
40% of the rent. This was the only time that business decreased for her and she wanted to make the
Board aware of that fact because when the Board makes a decision it should have all the information.
Ms. Havrin said she think there needs to be a distinction between an owner-occupied and a non-owneroccupied property. It is her understanding that when people oppose short-term rentals, they are not
referring to a person who hosts a guest while living in the same dwelling. She said she is asking for a
modification. She said decreasing property values was Trustee Ankenman stance when this issue was
previously discussed. She also said that people have suggested ways to her to host short-term rentals by
changing her driveway. Ms. Havrin said she likes this community and so she is not going to do that. She
said that the Board enabled a bully when it inserted the five-foot provision. She has spread the word
about this and people do not know about it. She said that advertising her property as a short-term rental
by posting signs could affect property values whether or not she is licensed to conduct short-term
rentals. Ms. Havrin said the biggest thing she want the Board to know is that there is a distinction and it
should be noted. She does not think it was right that the Board singled their property out in order to quiet
the crowd. She noted she have a three-car garage, that there has always been a rental that she lives on the
property and the regulations are very strict. She said that there is an Airbnb that is a whole house where
approximately 77 people have stayed in Lake Bluff over the train tracks. She said that this is identified
as a “super host” who has 77 reviews, that she communicated with Staff regarding this property, and that
the property is not owner-occupied. She concluded by saying that taking away the rights of people to
make a living was not cool.
ATVA Cole read a comment from Mickey Collins that “at the time that this issue came to everyone’s
attention, there were at least four operating short-term rentals and there were complaints from neighbors
regarding at least two of those. Do we know why we no longer have operating sort-term rentals? Is it the
required registration?”
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Village Administrator Irvin said that the Village’s one prior permittee provided some prior experience.
They reported that the Village’s requirements were rigorous and that they were subject to some criticism
for being an operator. In their view, it was not worth it for whatever limited revenue they were
generating and they did not renew their license. Village Administrator Irvin further reported that another
individual approached Staff within the last 12 months who was interested, but that this individual was
ineligible because he had an adjacent driveway. That individual expressed his view that these
regulations do not make it easy to become a licensee. He said that there have not been many people
interested, whether recently or in the last few years.
ATVA Cole read a comment from Mr. Havrin that “the Police Chief came before the Board and said
there were never any problems and we have a totally separate driveway with a three-car garage.”
Further COW Discussion & Conclusion
As there were no further public comments, President O’Hara opened the floor for additional comments
from the Board. As there were no further comments from the Board, President O’Hara summarized the
discussion. She said there seems to be some interest in perhaps eliminating the sunset date and allowing
the pilot programs to remain authorized indefinitely. There has also been some interest expressed in
extending the program for two years because of COVID19. She said this is an informal, non-binding
meeting and conducted a straw poll of the COW, who responded as follows:
•

Eliminate Sunset Date for All Pilot Programs – Trustee Ankenman, Trustee Meyer, Trustee
Dewart, Trustee Markee, and Trustee Towle. Trustee Towle reiterated that he would support this
option with the provision allowing the Board to change the number of licenses by resolution
without requiring a hearing as would be required to amend the Zoning Regulations.

•

One-Year Extension for STR Program; Eliminate Sunset for BYBC – Trustee Charlot.

Trustee Dewart asked if we were to include the language that we could change the number of STR
permits by resolution are we comfortable with the fact that we could choose to basically close the
program completely by going from six to zero. Trustee Towle said he is comfortable with that.
It was the consensus of the COW to direct Staff to draft an ordinance/resolution for further consideration
at a future Board meeting.
Adjournment
A motion to adjourn was made by Trustee Meyer and seconded by Trustee Charlot. The meeting
adjourned at 6:54 p.m.
Respectfully Submitted,

___________________________
R. Drew Irvin
Village Administrator
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VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
JOINT PLAN COMMISSION & ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
SPECIAL MEETING
FEBRUARY 19, 2020
APPROVED MINUTES
1. Call to Order & Roll Call
Chair Peters called to order the special meeting of the Joint Plan Commission and Zoning Board of
Appeals (PCZBA) of the Village of Lake Bluff on Wednesday, February 19, 2020, at 6:00 p.m. in the
Village Hall Board Room (40 E. Center Avenue).
The following members were present:
Members:

Jill Danly
Elliot Miller
James Murray (via phone)
Susan Rider
Gary Peters, Chair

Absent:

David Burns
George Russell

Also Present: Ben Schuster, Village Attorney (VA)
Glen Cole, Assistant to the Village Administrator (AVA)
AVA Cole reported that a notice was received from Member James Murray in accordance with the
Village’s Electronic Attendance at Meetings Policy. Member Murray will be deemed authorized to
attend the meeting electronically unless a motion objecting to his electronic attendance is made. There
were no objections and Member Murray was deemed present.
Chair Peters thanked the citizenry for attending the meeting and said there will be quite a few substantial
issues addressed professionally and with proper decorum. It is anticipated there will be a fair amount of
public comment; therefore, each person addressing the PCZBA will be asked to limit their comments to
a maximum of three (3) minutes. Chair Peters said the proceedings will be fair and equitable; there will
be no unprofessionalism, incivility, public outcry, reaction or negative reaction (no clapping, shouting,
etc.) only civility and everybody will be heard.
2. Non-Agenda Items and Visitors (Public Comment Time)
Chair Peters stated the PCZBA allocates 15 minutes during this item for those individuals who would
like the opportunity to address the PCZBA on any matter not listed on the agenda. Each person
addressing the PCZBA is asked to limit their comments to a maximum of three (3) minutes.
There were no requests to address the PCZBA.
3. Consideration of the December 18, 2019 PCZBA Regular Meeting Minutes
Member Miller moved to adopt the December 18, 2019 PCZBA Regular Meeting Minutes as presented.
Member Rider seconded the motion. The motion passed on a unanimous voice vote.
4. Workshop – 500 Arden Shore Road
Chair Peters introduced the agenda item and requested an update from staff.
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Member Danly said it seems the Village wants viable businesses, but she is concerned that the proposed
condition on the hours of operation is too strict, but can be amended if needed.
Following an extensive discussion regarding hours of operation, Member Miller made a motion to
recommend the Village Board approve the SUP subject to the following conditions: closure of former
drive through, construction of public parking spaces, employee parking at train station and hours of
operation are limited as follows: Monday through Friday (noon to 11:00 p.m.), Saturday (7:00 a.m. to
10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. to midnight), Sunday (2:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.), and the outdoor dining area
will always close no later than 10:00 p.m. Member Danly seconded the motion. The motion passed on
the following roll call vote:
Ayes:
Nays:
Absent:

(5)
(0)
(2)

Danly, Rider, Murray, Miller, Chair Peters
Burns, Russell

7. A Public Hearing – One Year Extension for Short-Term Rentals
Chair Peters introduced the agenda item and requested an update from staff.
AVA Cole said the Village Board adopted a two-year pilot program authorizing short-term rentals in the
Village’s residential areas subject to licensure, inspection, and various other regulations. The pilot
program is set to expire on April 23, 2020. Recently the Village Board reviewed the pilot program and
the consensus was to maintain the status quo and extend the pilot program by an additional year. If there
is not a consensus among the PCZBA Members to extend the pilot program, staff recommends the
PCZBA continue its consideration to its March regular meeting.
Chair Peters opened the floor for comments from the public.
In response to a comment from Patricia Havrin, AVA Cole commented on the supplemental information
provided after the packet was distributed which included correspondence from Robert and Patricia
Havrin.
Member Rider said she would prefer to review additional information because it is her opinion that the
current imposed restrictions have negatively impacted viable options. Also, she thinks the number of
allowed short-term rentals and parking restrictions should be further discussed.
Member Miller said the pilot program is more costly to the Village and he would consider extending the
pilot program an additional year if there is a discussion regarding removing some of the restrictions.
Member Rider said the current pilot program is not a money maker, but there are ways to resolve the
program, such as outlaw the program or loosen the restrictions to make it more interesting. She
expressed her concern regarding the parking restrictions. A discussion ensued.
Chair Peters said it seems the pilot program has been relatively quiet from the citizen’s perspective and
there has not been much public comment. He said he would be a proponent of recommending the one
year extension, and if needed, revisit or modify certain restrictions later. An extensive discussion
regarding the recommendation followed.
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Chair Peters administered the oath to those participating in the public hearing. In response to a question
from Julie Ashbury Capp regarding parking, Member Rider said her comment was in reference to the
statement that “properties with adjacent driveways may not be used as short-term rentals.” Ms. Ashbury
Capp said she lives next to a short-term rental and it is her understanding the current restrictions were
imposed to address safety, noise, traffic and the impact on neighboring property.
Member Miller made a motion to recommend the Village Board extend the short-term rental regulations
for an additional year. Member Danly seconded the motion. The motion passed on the following roll call
vote:
Ayes:
Nays:
Absent:

(5)
(0)
(2)

Rider, Danly, Miller, Murray, Chair Peters
Burns, Russell

8. A Public Hearing – Height Restrictions for Planned Mixed-Use Developments/Block Three
Chair Peters introduced the agenda item and requested an update from staff.
AVA Cole said in November and December 2019, the PCZBA conducted workshops regarding a
proposed 20-unit condominium redevelopment of the former PNC Bank site at 120 East Scranton
Avenue. At the conclusion of the workshops the PCZBA requested the Village Board initiate the process
to eliminate the two story or 30-foot maximum height restriction application to Planned Mixed-Use
Developments (PMD), unless a variation is received. At its January 13, 2020 meeting, the Village Board
voted to submit the application for a text amendment as requested, and it is important to note:
• The Village Board is the Applicant for the amendment;
• The public hearing cannot result in approval of any development;
• The changes under consideration would (likely) apply to other locations than Block Three such
as Blocks One and Two, entire CBD District; and
• Currently, there are no applications to redevelop 120 East Scranton Avenue.
AVA Cole said at this time, there are no applications to redevelop 120 East Scranton Avenue. In order to
ensure everyone has the change to space, and consistent with the Village’s adopted rules concerning
public comment, testimony will be limited to a maximum of three (3) minutes per person.
In response to questions from Member Miller, AVA Cole reviewed the current zoning guidelines
applicable to Blocks Two and Three, and he noted the height restrict for Block One is 35 ft., three stories
and the height cap for the remainder of the CBD is 30 ft. or two stories. Staff provided different options
as a starting point for consideration which the PCZBA may propose:
1. Take no action and leave the height limitation in place;
2. Delete the height limitation applicable to PMD. Following the removal of the height limit, a
developer would still need to go through a public process in order to exceed the underlying two
story or 30 ft. height limitation in the CBD. This option would be consistent with the PCZBA’s
original 2016 recommendation to the Village Board; and
3. In addition to #2, adjust the underlying height limitations applicable to Block Three and the
adjacent residential zones only when pursuing a unified development. In practice, staff believes a
PMD approval would still be required due to the different regulations among the various zoning
districts involved in the development of Block Three. However, this approach means a
development would not require a deviation from the Zoning Regulations for a project to be built
at a three-story height.
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TO:
CC:

Lake Bluff Zoning Board
D. Irvin, K. O’Hara
info@LakeBluff

RE:

Ordinance for Lake Bluff Owner and Non-Owner Occupied Short Term Rentals

DATE: February 10, 2021
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I write to assist local officials with their efforts to develop a simple, sensible and enforceable STR
ordinance that appropriately balances the rights of homeowners with the interests of neighbors and
community members
As a Lake Bluff Airbnb/VRBO host since 2017, I have insight into the importance of preserving property
rights in order for homeowners to receive the economic benefits home sharing provides.
A careful review of the ordinance will enable lawmakers to determine if government is unintentionally
discriminating, choosing to pick winners or losers in property right issues, or whether government
overreach is occurring thru excessive regulation that restricts private hospitality.

INDEX
1.

History

2.

Scenarios

3.

STR Pilot Ordinance w/suggestions

4.

Method of Approach

5.

Final Comments
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1. HISTORY
In 2018, there were no problems that needed to be fixed when a STR pilot ordinance was drafted. No
trash, parking, noise, town housing availability or police problems with the 3 operating STRs (previously
4, one stopped). No health, safety or welfare problems occurred.
In 2017, Scranton Avenue neighbors, signed a petition (without facts) demanding a resident on their
street host only year long rentals in their 1931 built as two flat, primary owner occupied legal
nonconforming home. Neighbors did not want a rental on their street for less than a year, of any type.
Neighbors went to town hall and requested an immediate stop to any rental shorter than a year. Year
rentals only. Fear and increasing property taxes drove the rallying cries “Parents Keep Our Kids Safe, Say
No to Short Term Rentals”; “We pay $25,000 in taxes not to live next to a STR rental”; and No Hotels
Next Door.
At the time, town code simply read that a permit was needed for rentals under 30 days. No further
requirements to get such a permit was detailed in code.
As the homeowner on Scranton Avenue. We were surprised when our neighbors started circulating lies
that we had a different stranger in our house every day. Lies and fear exploded. “There was someone I
didn’t know looking out the window”. We became the designated “evil stepchild”.
We believe, sometimes you need to stand up to bullies and do what is right rather than bury your head
in the sand. To this end, we were hoping to encourage intelligent dialogue as a tool against
playing/manipulating peoples fear.
When we asked neighbors, on record, how we can accommodate, talk it out, meet to compromise, they
refused. In fact, a grant for the Chicago Conflict Resolution group was given to the town to have
neighbors sit at the table and work thru the issues to reach an understanding. The neighbors refused to
participate. We raised our hand.
We explained, our reasoning for wanting to STR our two flat, owner occupied home, as follows:
1. Quality of tenants. Not as many people coming in and out, compared to a long term tenant who
can have parties and frequent visitors over. We want quiet as we live in the home. STRs
provided more control.
2. Vetting system used by booking platforms and other extra safeguards
3. We often use our house as a single family home during July and December to accommodate
visiting family members. Long term leases do not give us the opportunity to have our family
stay over as we do not have the space in only a portion of the home.
4. Booking platforms give us the opportunity to rent as needed. It is somewhat of a self regulating
activity, as hosts would naturally prefer longer term stays, less turnover work.
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5. Safe use of one’s property is a right. Our lawyer, as well as the Liberty Justice Center attorney,
contacted LB government officials, both wrote a letter defending our right to rent our home as
we saw fit, in a safe manner, as it is a right of property ownership. We also submitted character
references, as directed by the Town Administrator.
The town took action as detailed in the next section.

Town Response
Lake Bluff Trustees, after much public discussion, decided to have a subcommittee of trustees evaluate
the STR subject. One trustee who participated in the STR analysis was against STRs, the other was for.
After many months they jointly returned with a decision that STRs are good for a community.
A. Town Vote Passed STRs allowed. A 2 year pilot program was created. Specifically noted was
that ordinance would be reviewed and tweaked at conclusion of pilot.
B. A pilot ordinance was created, so restrictive that in reality the STR vote did not pass to
allow. See Attachment A (link to news articles recording the discrepancy from vote to
ordinance.) Current ordinance does not support the Yes Vote.
C. A pilot ordinance was created, geared toward the non owner occupied party house; with
such detail as only 10 guests at a time, having a contact to let people know where you are;
other extreme fire central control system hookup, extra insurance measures.
D. A homeowner cannot legally home share under the current ordinance because it is not
practical/cost prohibitive.
E. End Year 2, No participants in Pilot Program. Memo dated January 29, 2020 forwarded to
Town Board requesting ordinance review. See Attachment B. Pilot program extended
another year because not enough information, no participants.
F. January 2021, end of third year of pilot program approaching. Still no participants.
G. For three years, town government spends taxpayer money to monitor a program that has
no participants. No STR revenue received to offset monitoring costs. Trustee comment, Jan
2021 COW meeting that a monitoring service is required, all communities use. (A short
survey of surrounding communities occurred Jan 2021, surrounding communities do not
subscribe to a STR monitoring service, except for Evanston, a university city with many
registered STRs. This info was provided to town trustees)
H. STRs still occur in Lake Bluff, active nonowner occupied residences that have no registration
requirements, pay no taxes, have no restrictions; in unincorporated Lake Bluff, as well as
neighboring towns. To my knowledge during the past five years of nonowner occupied STRs
there have been no complaints.
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2.

SCENARIOS

The following SCENARIOS are provided to shed light on the impact of the current
ordinance.
Scenario A
A RN, tenant, is renting my apartment. She is having difficulty finding a long term tenant to share
apartment costs. She has an opportunity to host out of town guest/patient for a week, after
hospital discharge or individual from out of town here for procedure. She would get paid to host.
She can’t host this guest without breaking the law because her driveway is within 5 feet of her
neighbor’s driveway. If she does not follow the law she will be fined $5,000 per night. A total
35,000 fine (damages?) for using a booking platform to host a week long guest.
Scenario B
Homeowner wants to home share. They can’t because their driveway, although almost a quarter
mile long, is 3 feet from their neighbor’s driveway at the very beginning, for a one foot section.
They also have a two car garage, but they can not have a guest over for 1 to 2 weeks per year if
the guest pays them.
May the government take away one’s property right without just compensation?
Scenario C
A resident is interested in a guest staying in their home for two weeks to provide some extra
income.. The resident wants to follow the law. The resident will charge 65 per night for two
weeks: $910 income; see below.
OR
Scenario D
A tenant is renting an apartment in town. They lost their job. The landlord agreed to let them use
Airbnb to home share to make ends meet. The resident wants to follow the law. They will charge
65. per night for two weeks: $910 income, see below.
OR
Scenario E
A tenant is renting an apartment in town. He is a PHD student at the local university. He wants
to home share his apartment, with landlord approval. He will charge 65 per night for a 3 day stay.
He won’t be able to home share because the ordinance is to cost prohibitive.
Example $910 Gross guest payment (all numbers approximate)
Per code:
Deduct
-250 registration fee
Deduct

-35-40 extra million dollars in insurance coverage costs

Deduct

-80 Platform fees

Deduct

-20 Prep fees

Deduct

-125 Cleaning Fees

Deduct

-

Deduct

-40-65 Connection to central fire station fees

NET:

Illinois tax paid by guest

345 for 2 weeks of home sharing @ 40 hours per week, $4.31 per hour
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Scenario F
Per code:
A resident rents out her entire home, while she is not on the premises, for one week stay, up to 10
guests at $500 a night.
Deduct

250 registration fee includes home inspection for safety

Deduct

60 Extra million dollars insurance

Deduct

420 Platform fees (approx.)

Deduct

60 fire station connection

Deduct

125 Prep fees Does not have a driveway to house all cars for all 10 guests in driveway.

Deduct

Guest pays 7% town tax, which revenue goes to monitoring town wide STRs

Deduct

-200 cleaning

Total deduct 1115
Gross 3,500 Deduct 1115 Net 2385 Result
CONCLUSION:
The current ordinance discriminates against those with less means. Only wealthy residents
with large homes, at high per night charges, that are not present on the property when rented,
can reasonably meet the regulations of the current Lake Bluff STR pilot ordinance.
The current ordinance discriminates by taking away the right of a homeowner with a private
property adjacent driveway within five feet of their neighbors driveway, without logical safety
reason.

3. CURRENT ORDINANCE WITH COMMENTS

10-4-5: SHORT-TERM RENTALS: - Lake Bluff Current Ordinance
10-13-3

A. Primary Residencte: The short-term rental property must be the property owner's
primary residence.

Suggest specify whether the property is owner occupied at time of rental. And match the
appropriate regulations/fees that would be applicable to an owner occupied home versus
non owner occupied. Here are some important definition examples:

Short-term Rental 1 (STR 1) means either:
1. An owner-occupied dwelling unit in which not more than two bedrooms are rented or
offered for rent to one person or one family for periods of less than thirty (30) days, or
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2. A dwelling unit in a two-family or multiple family structure in which one unit is occupied by
the owner of the entire structure that is rented or offered for rent by one person or one family
for periods of less than thirty (30) days.
Short-term Rental 2 (STR-2) means either:
1. A dwelling unit that is not occupied by its owner that is rented or offered for rent to one
person or one family for periods of less than 30 days, or
2. One dwelling unit in a non-owner occupied two-family or multiple-family structure rented
or offered for rent to one person or one family for periods of less than 30 days.
An STR 1 or 2 dwelling unit or units shall have no more than two (2) bed rooms rented at
any given time.

B. Residing: The property owner must reside at the property at least two hundred seventy five
(275) days each calendar year. WHY DID YOU CHOOSE 275 DAYS?
C. Accessory And Secondary no reason for as simply decreases value of property. It is owner

occupied, much safer then absent homeowner –Dwellings: ? aren’t all houses dwellings?
Accessory or secondary dwelling units may not be used as short-term rentals. Are you
eliminating RVs, Tiny Homes? What is a secondary dwelling. How does it differ from a accessory
dwelling. If the homeowner has a tenant in the Accessory dwelling unit, then the tenant should be
able to home share, if the landlord agrees. My understanding is there is law to this point.
Reminder, home sharing is a legal right.

D. Parking:
1. All overnight parking must be accomplished on site and on improved surfaces.What is a
improved surface?
2. Properties with adjacent driveways may not be used as short-term rentals. Without merit,
illogical. What is the reasoning? Consider requiring fencing or screening and no SHARED
driveways

E. Maximum Guests Per Night: No short-term rental shall serve more than ten (10) guests per
night. That is A LOT of guests. That is a party house.
F. Minimum Length: No short-term rental shall be rented for less than two (2) consecutive
nights. Standard However, if feel safer change to one week minimum.
G. Maximum Length: No short-term rental shall be rented for more than forty five (45) days or
more than fifteen (15) individual booking periods in any calendar year, whichever limit is
reached first. FYI, the Federal Government does not tax the first two weeks of a homeowner
rental. Again the difference in STR owner occupied or non owner occupied can be addressed in
this maximum length.
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H. Fire Alarm: All short-term rentals must have a fire alarm system monitored by a UL certified
central station. THIS DISCRIMINATES FROM HOME SHARING FOR THOSE WHO NEED TO. THE
COSTS for connected system are to HIGH.

I. Life Safety Requirements: All short-term rentals must comply with the following life safety
requirements: ALL HOMES RENTED OR NOT SHOULD HAVE THIS. A TRADITIONAL HOME

SHARE WILL BE SAFER THaN A 30 DAY IF YOU easily ALLOW HOME SHARES LESS THEN 30
DAYS.

1. Manual extinguishing equipment must be provided on each floor and in the kitchen used by
short-term rental guests in accordance with National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 10 Standards for the Installation of Portable Fire Extinguishers.
2. No combustible storage is permitted in or under stairways.
3. No cooking facilities are permitted in guest rooms.
4. All hallways and stairways must be adequately lighted. What about exterior lighting?
5. Portable heating devices are prohibited in guest rooms.
6. A floor plan of the property to be used for short-term rental must be submitted to the Village.
7. Smoke detectors and carbon monoxide detectors must be provided in each guest room.
8. All bedrooms used for short-term rental must contain an egress window that complies with
section R310 of the 2015 International Residential Code. Specifically, the bedroom egress
window must have a net clear opening of not less than 5.7 square feet obtained by the normal
operation of the window from the inside; provided however, an egress window at or below grade
must have a net clear opening of not less than five (5) square feet. The egress window opening
shall be at least twenty four inches (24") high and at least twenty inches (20") wide. The egress
window must have a sill height of not more than forty four inches (44"). Egress windows at or
below grade must be provided with a window well with a horizontal area of not less than nine (9)
square feet and with a horizontal projection and width of not less than thirty six inches (36") .
Notwithstanding the foregoing, bedrooms constructed prior to October 26, 2010 may continue to
use existing windows that use removable sashes to meet the minimum egress window opening
requirements.
9. All stair systems with four (4) or more risers must have handrails.
10. GFCI outlets must be installed as required by the Village Building Code.
J. Annual Registration:
1. Registration Required: Every property owner desiring to use their property as a short-term
rental must register the property annually upon a form provided by the Village and filed with
the Village Administrator. Why annually? Cost is high, hard to recoup, How about a one time first
time 150, afterwards a 30 per year.

Evanston has tons of STRs. They charge a $30 registration fee.
Regulations should fit whether home share or 10 guest party house. A home share can have less
regulation, AND, bring in tax money to the community.

2. Contents Of Registration Form: The registrant must truthfully provide the information
requested on the registration form, including, without limitation, the following: Are you assuming
it won’t be truthful.
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b. An affirmation that the owner resides at the property at least two hundred seventy five (275)
days per year;
c. An affirmation that the owner has read and understands the restrictions contained in this
section;
d. Proof that the property owner has an insurance policy that covers the short-term rental use
of the property in the amount of one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) per occurrence and a
minimum of two million dollars ($2,000,000.00) aggregate. This requirement cannot be satisfied
by insurance coverage provided by a short-term rental platform, including without limitation,
Airbnb and HomeAway; Why do we need aggregate 2 million, what are we afraid of here? The
risk is to the homeowner. The booking platform provides a million, which is more then a
homeowner would receive with a standard rental.

e. If the property owner will not reside at the property during any of the short-term rental
booking periods, the name and contact information for a local contact person who will be
available at all times during such booking periods to immediately address non-emergency
issues; What is the difference between a 30 day or 2 week?
f. An affirmation that copies or summaries of the applicable noise, solid waste and recycling,
parking, and short-term rental regulations are tendered to each short-term rental guest; and
There are great templates online that spell out instructions for guests, what can and can not be
recycled, etc.

g. A copy of the log required by subsection K of this section for the preceding year.
3. Annual Registration Fee: The fee for short-term rental registration shall be paid to the
Village at the time the annual registration form is filed, and the registration fees for each shortterm rental shall be set out in section 1-12-3 of this Code, under category "license fees". The
registration fee will not be prorated. Why Not? Example, Golf Tournament comes in in
September - want to rent for one week.
4. Life Safety Inspection Required: No short-term rental registration will be approved until a life
safety inspection of the property is conducted by the Village.
5. Registered List: A list of all registered short-term rentals will be posted on the Village's
website and maintained at Village Hall.
6. Maximum Registered: No more than six (6) short-term rentals shall be registered by the
Village at any one time; provided that the Village Board may increase or decrease the
maximum number of short-term rental registrations by resolution duly adopted.
K. Log: Owners must keep a log of the dates and the number of guests for each short-term
rental booking period.
L. Advertising And Signage:
1. On-site and off-site signage advertising or otherwise promoting a short-term rental is
prohibited. Yet All homeowners CAN advertise on site over 30 day rentals.
2. All online advertisements regarding short-term rentals, including listings on platforms
including, without limitation, Airbnb and HomeAway, shall
a. List a valid short-term rental registration number issued by the Village; and standard
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b. Only advertise a short-term rental that complies with all of the short-term rental regulations
and restrictions set forth in this section. SPECIFY HOME SHARE OR NON OWNER OCCUPIED,
HAVE REGULATIONS THAT FIT THE TYPE OF STR.

M. Taxes: The Village's Home Rule Hotel Tax must be collected on gross short-term rental
receipts and remitted to the Village in accordance with title 1, chapter 8, article H of this Code.
WHERE THIS MONEY BE ALLOTTED? CONSIDER PERCENTAGE FOR DONATION TO HOUSING
FUND. A STR OWNER OCCUPIED WITH SEPARATE WORKABLE REGULATIONS WILL

BRING IN 7% TAX. If not restricted to 6 homes, it will bring in tax money.

N. Penalty: Any person who violates any of the provisions of this section shall be fined not
more than five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) for each offense. Each day that a violation is
permitted to exist shall constitute a separate offense. Makes it look like Lake Bluff really needs
money or emphasizes laws are created based on fear.

4. METHOD OF APPROACH
When drafting an ordinance, kindly consider the following points/criteria:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Excessive regulation is a threat to a community’s economy.
o Homebuyers can be wary of towns that exert excessive government intervention onto
private property rights.
LB has never been a gated community. Home buyers have choices of gated or nongated.housing. Gated housing, i.e. home associations, accommodates those who desire the
security of neighbors having only year long rentals.
What would incorporating a “Good Neighbor Policy” into the STR look like?
Does the ordinance arbitrarily discriminate against those with less means?
Does it decrease or increase the value of properties and communities?
o Properly regulated STRs increase all property values. Having the ability to use the
property as needed; having extra funds to maintain property better; Need for higher level
of maintenance to attract guests; properties safer when registered; creating safer
community.
Does the current ordinance take away a constitutional property right of safe private use?
Is the ordinance self-sustaining? Do tax revenues offset monitoring costs?
Does the current ordinance cause undue neighbor stress because it is 45 days? Would a four week
maximum or 3 week maximum STR be a compromise if partnered with lighter restrictions.
----

Consider the approach:
OBJECTIVE: Easy to follow, practical ordinance.
STATUS: No one has participated in pilot program because it does not meet the need of the primary
users, homes share residents.
CONCLUSION/RECOMMENDATION: Rework the Ordinance to allow all residents to easily register and
participate. Gather relevant information. Gather tax revenue to offset monitoring costs.
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OBJECTIVE: Health and Safety of Community
STATUS: STRs have occurred for over 8 years in Lake Bluff and surrounding communities. Many
surrounding communities have no restrictions for either home sharing or non owner occupied STRS.
There have been no safety or health issues within Lake Bluff for the past 5 years. There have been no
parking, trash, noise, nuisance issues nor police calls.
CONCLUSION/RECOMMENDATION: Health and Safety considerations are addressed in other current
noise, parking, nuisance, trash ordinances.
Further, if homeowners have room for guest parking on their property, there is no parking nor safety
nuisance. It is their private property. Remove parking/driveway restrictions to no shared driveways
instead of adjacent driveways to restore property rights. And/or have a special exclusion for shared
driveway owners under a Good Neighbor Policy.
For safety, tweak the ordinance to include primary residence residents only allowed to home share to
avoid large investor owned multiple properties.
OBJECTIVE: Increase value of property.
STATUS: Because of cost, ONLY non-owner occupied large homes can reasonably participate. These can
be viewed as party houses.
CONCLUSION/RECOMMENDATION:
Nonowner occupied multiple investment properties do have the potential to be detrimental to
community. Crafting a well written STR ordinance that enables home sharing can increase property
values and build a positive welcoming town image.
The current ordinance does not meet the objective because owner occupied homeowners can’t
use their property to bring in extra income to better maintain the property. STR income is used for
many reasons, job transition, medical costs, kid costs and property maintenance. A well maintained
property is needed in order to home share competitively. A well maintained property showcases a
community and increases the value of neighboring properties.
OBJECTIVE: Give property owners the option to easily utilize their properties as short-term rentals and
for home-sharing to help them make ends meet during transitional times.
STATUS: No one participates because the ordinance does not meet the needs of the people. It
discriminates, because only the wealthy can participate.
CONCLUSION/REOMMENDATION: Simple registration, home inspection, remove cost prohibitive
factors. Tweak the ordinance to be relevant to needs and equitable for all. Consider lighter
requirements, more permits with less STR days allowed per year for owner occupied homeowners.
OBJECTIVE: Community Welfare - Balance the needs of homeowner, neighbor and community
STATUS: Ordinance origination questionable process. General welfare of all, homeowner, neighbor and
community should be considered. Neighbors fears (proven unjustified) override resident homeowner
needs and community support.
CONCLUSION/RECOMMENDATIONS: The current ordinance awards a bully and pits neighbor against
neighbor. Draft a Good Neighbor Policy. Restore property rights and general welfare status requires a
fair ordinance with reasonable regulation. A reasonable regulation would include allowing home sharing
for a specific number of weeks per year. (to start) as well as restricting the number of guests and a
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safety inspection to meet criteria stated in ordinance. A good home sharing ordinance might require a
$30 registration fee, home inspection, a 7% tax revenue to town, and little else. Airbnb will work with
towns to provide maximum and minimum requirements and collect taxes.

OBJECTIVE: Encourage additional tourism to drive more business to downtown stores and restaurants.
STATUS: Business/Restaurants suffering
CONCLUSION: Heavy regulation does not help businesses. RECOMMENDATION: Tweak the Ordinance
to be relevant to needs and equitable for all.
OBJECTIVE: Ensure that the city does not lose out on tax revenue that could be invested in much needed
services for permanent residents.
STATUS: The restrictive nature of the regulations does not support this objective. CONCLUSION:
Increasing property taxes will continue.
RECOMMENDATION: Tweak the Ordinance to be relevant to needs and equitable for all
Now lets revisit the A-E Scenarios presented earlier with heavy regulation segments removed.
Example $910 Gross guest payment (65 per night)
Per code:
Deduct
30 registration fee
Deduct
-0 extra million dollars in insurance coverage costs – Airbnb provides a million at no cost,
in addition to homeowner policy.
Deduct

-80 Platform fees

Deduct

-0 Prep fees

Deduct

-0 Assess Cleaning Fee to guest

Deduct
Illinois tax Guest Pays, Federal government does not require payment of taxes on
income received from first two weeks of renting out home.
Deduct

-0 Connection to central fire station fees

NET: $800.
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5. FINAL NOTES

Many have questioned why we should pursue tweaking the STR ordinance. Often, I have heard the
response that the ordinance idea is, frankly, stupid. It is nobody’s business who comes into your house,
for how long and for what purpose. Just don’t use a booking platform has been the response stated most
often, and no one will know.
While these statements have merit, as any homeowner can have any guest over for any period of time
with a number of ways to be compensated. I believe a law should be respected.
A law that appropriately balances the needs of all homeowners (to retain their property rights, all to

safely use their home as needed) neighbors (to not be bothered - put in reasonable max and min limits,
know current nuisance ordinances) and community (showcase, support business, bring in revenue); will
be an easy law to understand, monitor and respect.
---Shared economic platforms, like AIRBNB and VRBO simply provide a safer means for homeowners to
practice a centuries old tradition, while benefiting their communities.
Airbnb is currently worth more than Marriott and Hilton Combined.
worth more than Marriott and Hilton combined - CNN

Airbnb stock soars in its Wall Street debut. Now it's

--------------------------------------------------------------------

ATTACHMENT A
The Village Vote was YES to allow STRs. The ordinance did not support the vote. It took away the right
to home share……ordinances that have the “express or practical effect” of banning Airbnb and similar
vacation rental services, as happened in Lake Bluff and a …… from: Illinois House bill would stop local
governments from pushing out Airbnb (illinoispolicy.org) (note, when NY is referred to in article, it is
NOT prohibiting home shares for less than 30 days)

ATTACHMENT B
TO: Lake Bluff Zoning Board
FROM: Patricia Havrin
RE: STR Pilot Program
February 16, 2020
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------OBJECTIVES: Promote community by inviting people in. Provide a home stay for visiting relatives.
Provide temporary lodging for those relocating to the area or transitioning into a new home. Provide an
increase in foot traffic for local businesses. Provide an increase in business for service providers. Bring
in tax revenue. Meet new people, learn from others. Reinstate the right of residents to use their home,
while they live in it, in a private safe manner. Provide a means to increase property values. Allow
residents of all ages the right to use one of their largest resources for extra income during interim
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periods, to help with home repairs, money for vacations, paying tuition; while helping the community as
a whole.
--We respectfully request a review of the STR Pilot Program details.
BACKGROUND:
Two years ago, we were one of two property owners interested in participating in the STR pilot
program. We were denied the opportunity when a new adjacent driveway definition was created for
the STR regulation. The regulation read that no one with a driveway within five feet of their neighbor’s
driveway could have a guest over for less then 30 days, for any consideration. This decision was
Independent of whether the homeowner wanted to home share (live on the property while hosting) OR
absent from the property while renting out the entire home.
Only two parties were interested in participating in the STR program.

Applicant 1: Interested in renting out part of their home space, while they lived in the house. They had a
3 car garage, ample backyard driveway parking spaces and added extra screening with separate private
driveway from neighbor.
Applicant 2: Intended to rent out the entire home, when they did not live in it. They had no garage,
limited driveway space, added no screening and a driveway within 6+- feet of their neighbors.
Applicant 2 was allowed to participate in the program. Applicant 1 was not.
Yet the biggest concerns at the time were that whole house rentals would become party houses and an
increase in transient” cars parking in the public streets.
A third concern was that STRs would decrease property values. Numerous reliable authentic sources
have proved this statement false. The only decrease in property value would be the homeowner who
had their safe private use, a property right, taken away for no reason. That home would decrease in
value.

Page 2 of 2

Consider, from the Goldwater Institute: “Home-sharing benefits local economies, helps homeowners earn

money to pay their mortgages, and gives travelers more choices at lower prices. It also represents an
important way for property owners to exercise their basic right to choose whether to let someone stay
in their home—a right the Supreme Court has called “one of the most essential sticks in the bundle of
rights that are commonly characterized as property.”
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FACTS AND REQUESTS:

1. The pilot program allows a maximum of 6 residents to apply to participate. No STR applications
have been received by any owner occupied homeowners within the past two years of the
program. 6 are allowed in the entire town. Only one application was granted, a whole house,
nonowner occupied, but eventually deactivated.
2. The “adjacent” driveway definition can be removed or redefined so that the STR pilot program
can proceed with participants. Currently the adjacent driveway definition takes away the
property right of a homeowner who has a neighbor with a driveway within 5 feet of their
driveway. Currently, any resident with a driveway within five feet of their neighbors can demand
the town does a study, and incurs costs, simply because they don’t know who their neighbor
might be talking to, who is parked in their driveway.
3. Three years ago we asked our neighbors what would make it more comfortable for them as we
continued to rent out our 1931, built as a two flat, owner occupied, legal nonconforming
building. We have worked to ensure ample private driveway parking by renovating our 3 car
garage and backyard blacktop space. No passerby or neighbor needs to view any transient’s cars
in our driveway. We installed a fence and shrubbery on our property that created a driveway
privacy screen with total separation from our neighbor. (Additionally, the built as two flat
rental has been used, for any length of time, as a owner occupied rental, since 1931)
4. We request that a STR ordinance be rewritten noting a difference in requirements between
owner occupied renting (home sharing) and whole house rentals.
5. Home values have decreased. Taking away a homeowner property rights of private safe use,
decreases the home value.
6. We request that any resident of a primary residence, where they live in the home, be allowed to
home share freely for up to a certain number of days. For example, 14, 20 or 45 days a year.
7. We suggest that the town learns to work with booking platforms to decrease taxpayer costs.
Booking platforms will collect taxes for the town for stays less than 30 days. (STRs are defined
as less the 30 days) They can also close down/remove a listing after a certain number of short
term stays that meet the town’s maximum rule; example 3 STR stays per address per year.
8. Remove the prohibitive 250 per year registration fee, especially for a 14, 20 or 45 day maximum
guest stay in a owner occupied residence.
Page 3 of 3
9.

Recognize home technology. Alexa Guard My House, creates instant alerts to homeowner
(resulting immediate fire department call) If any smoke or carbon monoxide detector goes off or
glass shattering sounds, etc. Request a use of technology rather than paying large fees for
connected fire station alert systems. (especially since the homeowner lives at the location
during the STR)

10. Remove the additional one million dollar extra insurance coverage for owner occupied residents
that wish to home share. The booking platform provides an extra one million dollars of
insurance, in addition to homeowner’s private insurance.
11. Require that no resident uses Instant Booking feature in any booking platform.
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Thank you for your anticipated consideration of the STR Pilot Program. We would be happy to answer
any questions you might have.
Respectfully submitted,
Patricia Havrin
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VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
Memorandum

TO:

Chair Peters and Members of the Joint Plan Commission & Zoning Board of Appeals

FROM:

Glen Cole, AICP

DATE:

February 12, 2021

SUBJECT:

Agenda Item #7 – Staff Report

Assistant to the Village Administrator

•

Appointment of Deb Fisher. Deb Fisher is a local realtor and has previously served on a
number of area commissions including on the Village’s Residential Building Ad Hoc Committee
(2017-2018) and as past president of the Lake Forest / Lake Bluff Chamber of Commerce. The
Village Board appointed Deb to fill Jim Murray’s unexpired term last Monday.

•

Historic Preservation Updates. The Village’s Historic Preservation Commission continues to
evaluate changes to the Village’s historic preservation regulations, and has conducted a series of
listening sessions over the last four weeks to hear additional community input. The HPC is
reviewing additional changes based on the listening sessions and may review these at its March
meeting. We do not anticipate any additional action will be necessary by the PCZBA.

•

Downtown Streetscape Improvements. At its meeting on February 8, the Committee-of-theWhole reviewed a number of possible streetscape improvements within the Central Business
District as part of the Village’s current capital improvement plan. The attached memorandum
summarizes these different alternatives and is shared for the PCZBA’s information.

•

Upcoming Items. We anticipate the following longer-term items on the PCZBA’s agenda over
the next few months:
o Accessory Dwelling Units. We anticipate being able to hold a workshop regarding
accessory dwelling unit regulations in March including a series of three site-specific
architectural studies as previously discussed by the PCZBA.
o Lot width and front yards of irregular lots. The recent Arden Shores subdivision
highlighted some inconsistencies in how the zoning code treats the width and front of
irregular lots (ex. non-rectangular, not on a public street, etc.). Staff may present
technical changes to clarify these provisions in March or April.
o Treatment of attics for floor area ratio. In some cases under the Village’s floor area
ratio rules, a homeowner is prohibited from creating additional floor area even where
doing so does not expand the bulk of the structure. This most often arises for attics, which
do not increase floor area when they are not used as eating, sleeping, or living areas. We
suggest the PCZBA may wish to review these provisions proactively.
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o Rewriting administrative sections. Staff continues to develop changes to streamline
some of the administrative and procedural sections of the code; much of this language
predates the Village’s last comprehensive zoning changes in 1987.
o Comprehensive Plan update. The Village’s current Comprehensive Plan dates to 1997;
the PCZBA has periodically provided guidance on a future update to this document. We
hope to resume these discussions in late Spring – early Summer with the goal of
recommending a new Comprehensive Plan for adoption.
Attachments
•

Committee-of-the-Whole memorandum dated February 5, 2021.
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VILLAGE OF LAKE BLUFF
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Lake Bluff President O’Hara and Village Board of Trustees

FROM:

R. Drew Irvin, Village Administrator
Jeff Hansen, Village Engineer

DATE:

February 5, 2021

SUBJECT:

Local Business Regulatory Matters and
Possible Central Business District Capital Improvements

Village Staff is seeking Village Board direction regarding certain local business regulatory matters and possible
capital initiatives impacting the greater Village business environment.
1) Consider Extending Outdoor Food & Beverage Service Opportunities
During 2020, the Village Board granted regulatory relief to food and beverage establishments to allow them to
provide outdoor food and beverage service; this practice reduces the risk of COVID-19 transmission among
patrons. Certain restaurateurs have already requested that the Village continue these same practices for 2021
as well, and an informal survey of other North Shore communities suggests that more or all will continue their
outdoor service in 2021. Given that:
o It is possible that COVID restrictions will continue or intensify;
o Customers will likely want to have outdoor options (not vaccinated, immunocompromised, etc.);
o Outdoor activity generates public interest, which may drive more economic activity;
o Any perceived impact on lost parking is likely to be equalized by a slow return to “normalcy;” and
o The expanded al fresco dining area(s) have been well-received by the community.
Staff recommends the Board consider the attached draft Resolution, which will support local dining and drinking
establishments by authorizing the use of Village streets and sidewalks for outdoor service throughout 2021.
2) Consider Waiving Liquor License Fees
Presently, there are 14 establishments that have been granted a license to sell alcoholic beverages which license
fees generate approximately $29,000/year. Of these license holders, nine are restaurants or drinking
establishments. Earlier in this fiscal year and in the beginning of the pandemic, the Village deferred payment for
four months for all license holders. For this upcoming license period (same as our fiscal year), Village Liquor
Commissioner Kathleen O’Hara desires to waive license fees for restaurants and drinking establishments. This
is expected to reduce Village revenues by $21,125. Staff is seeking Board Direction regarding this potential
business support initiative.
3) Review Business Community Survey
Village Staff has prepared a survey to better understand (i) the challenges local businesses have endured
through the pandemic, (ii) the effectiveness of enacted COVID-19 emergency Village business support activities,
and (iii) how might the Village support local business moving forward. Staff is seeking Village Board comment
on the draft survey before it is sent out to the business community.
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4) Consider Modifications to the CBD Streetscape & Roadway Configuration
Village Engineer Jeff Hansen has been working with one of the Village’s consulting engineers (Gewalt Hamilton
Associates) to (i) prepare for planned resurfacing of large areas of the CBD planned next fiscal year and (ii)
consider alternative configurations and opportunities to add other streetscape amenities. Based on this review,
Staff seeks guidance from the Board as to what features should continue to be evaluated for East Scranton
Avenue between Oak and Walnut (Block 2/4 of the Central Business District). A menu of design options and
estimated costs include:
A. $200,000 – Retain Existing Design (Eliminate Decorative Brick).
The base scenario resurfaces the block, retains most curb, and replaces existing brick with concrete.
B. + $55,000 – Widen and Reconfigure Street as One-Way; Create Nine New Public Parking Stalls.
By widening the street about 2.5’ to the north and converting the street into a one-way (from west to
east), the Village can provide angled parking stalls that will yield a net of nine additional parking spaces.
While the sidewalk width is reduced for most of the block, the western and eastern end of the sidewalk
can be extended to create new large pedestrian areas which also makes crossing the street safer. This
option would necessitate the removal of all existing street trees on the north side, which would not be
replanted unless tree grates were selected. (See attached.)
C. + $40,000 – Enhanced Decorative Streetscape Lighting.
The Village can provide additional decorative lights as well as
overhead light strands as a placemaking exercise that will
improve the ambiance and usability of the street at night.
D. + $40,000 – Replace Decorative Brick Elements.
It would cost approximately an additional $40,000 to install
new brick pavers similar to the existing decorative brick
elements present on the block today.
E. + $40,000 – New Street Trees and Tree Grates.
Today, this block has street trees planted in a wide dirt area. Providing new cast iron street grates similar
to Block One would effectively increase the width of sidewalk space usable by pedestrians, for
streetscape furniture, and etc. The estimated cost of this item assumes that the existing street trees will
need to be replaced (which may not be true in some circumstances).
Staff anticipates the Board discussing each of these items during the upcoming meeting. As always, feel free to
contact Village Administrator Drew Irvin with any questions at (847) 283-6883 or dirvin@lakebluff.org.
Attachments:
1. One-Way Design Example Illustrations
2. Draft Resolution Authorizing Outdoor Dining for the rest of 2021.
3. Draft Business Community Survey.
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